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Abstract 

The Census of Production Act 1906 paved the way for the first Census to be taken about 

economic activity in 1907. To celebrate the centenary of the Census of Production, we trace 

its history and the history of surveys which have been closely associated with it, focussing 

on the pressures which have caused it to develop in particular ways. We review its 

methodological development, and give some examples of trends over the 100 years of its 

existence. Finally we look at the common themes in the development of the Census of 

Production, how those are driving current developments, and we discuss what the next 

developments are likely to be. 

 

Key words: structural survey; business statistics; survey methodology; survey history 

 

The Census of Production was originally set up to provide information about all the 

businesses working in production – that is, the creation of goods from raw materials plus 

extraction activities (mines, gas, oil, etc). The “Census” word was used because it covered 

(almost) all of the businesses in these activities, and this title continued even when the 

requirement to cover all businesses was dropped. Since its inception its name has changed 

twice, to the Annual Census of Production when it became annual in 1970, and to its 

current name, the Annual Business Inquiry, in 1997 when it was merged with other 

surveys covering the service sectors. 

A much briefer summary version of this article was published in Economic and Labour 

Market Review, and is available from: 

 www.statistics.gov.uk/cci/article.asp?id=1817 
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1: Introduction 

The Census of Production in the UK started in respect of 1907, under the authority of the 

1906 Census of Production Act. This article celebrates the centenary of the Census, and 

charts some of the interesting and notable developments in its history. As a consequence it 

also deals partly with the history of several surveys which have been associated with it, 

either merging or breaking away, and to a lesser degree the history of the Departments 

which have been responsible for undertaking the Census. 

 

The Census has always been the most significant source of business statistics. It was 

originally designed to meet a specific policy need on trade tariffs, but soon became the 

definitive source of statistics on the structure of industry and its contribution to the 

economy. With the development of national accounts statistics after the war it took on the 

role of providing the definitive benchmark estimates for the output measure of GDP, and, 

through supply-use tables, contributed to a greater understanding of supply and demand. 

 

More recently its importance has been underlined by a European Union (EU) Regulation 

on structural business statistics which ensures that comparable surveys are conducted 

across the EU. Its current form, the Annual Business Inquiry, is the centrepiece of UK 

thinking about the future direction of business surveys. 

 

Several publications have covered the earlier parts of the history of the Census, including 

Interdepartmental Committee on Social & Economic Research (1961, chapter 1). The 

Business Statistics Office (a part of the Department of Trade & Industry) compiled a 

summary volume of the Census of Production from 1907 to 1970 (BSO 1978). This 

includes a general history of the Census during this period, and some information on the 

differences in coverage and definitions between the censuses, which led to challenges for 

producing consistent series.  

 

In this paper we first summarise the uses of the Census of Production, then give a 

reasonably detailed history in sections 3-6, drawing on the existing sources and including 

some further information on the conditions which prompted the changes, and updating 

the history through to the present. The other annual, structural business surveys which 

have been closely associated with the Census of Production are described in section 7. 

 

The methods in use in the Censuses are often not described in the published volumes, or at 

least not clearly specified, so in section 8 we trace the development of the methods as 

distinct from the political and cultural context. One of the major requirements for a 

Census is a list or register of businesses, and we include a history of the development of 

the business register here, in section 8.2. In sections 8.13 and 8.14 we look briefly at some 

of the consistency issues, both across time and between sources. 
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Section 9 covers some general topics relevant to many censuses – the departmental 

structure, the Census of Production Advisory Committee, and the use of processing 

machinery and computers. Section 10 covers some of the topics which have been asked in 

the Census, and changes in the way they have been handled. It also includes some 

examples of long series of employment data to show trends in the results of the Census. 

 

In section 11 we discuss what can be learnt from the historical development, and examine 

how this evolution is being continued within the ONS and where the next steps for the 

Census are leading. 

 

There is the potential for confusion about which Census relates to when, as information 

relating to year t cannot be collected until year t+1 (because accounts are not finalised 

until then), and typically is not published until t+2 (or perhaps later, especially in the 

earlier years). We will always refer to the surveys by the year to which the information 

collected in them relates (t), although other documents (and quotes herein) sometimes 

refer to when the survey was taken. 
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2: The uses of the Census of Production 

The initial information requirement which the Census of Production was intended to fulfil 

was on domestic production for the purposes of setting import and export tariffs, and it 

did provide a sound basis for changes in duties. This is most clearly seen in the Import 

Duties Act 1932, setting additional tariffs (and incidentally allowing collection of 

information on domestic production of goods subject to these taxes). 

 

As a by-product of the first Census, many additional analyses could be performed, and 

there were notable uses in the first compilation of National Accounts according to the 

output measure (Flux 1912, 1913) and to supplement the Trade Abstract (an analysis of tax 

information approximately corresponding to National Accounts on the income measure) 

(Stamp 1913). 

 

On a more prosaic level, the Census of Production also provided a base on which monthly 

and quarterly surveys could be built, and allowed some validation of what such short-

period surveys were measuring. The same reason was a key one for the later introduction 

of the Census of Distribution. 

 

After the second world war, monitoring the health of the recovering economy became 

important, and there was particular interest in the level of capital expenditure; the Census 

of Production information was used as a basis to develop tax policy for businesses. There 

was increasing analysis of the data, including the calculation of concentration ratios to 

show how much activity was spread over (or concentrated in) businesses and operating 

ratios to show the differences in efficiency between businesses. The industry specific 

information has been used by the Board of Trade/ Department of Trade and Industry in 

analysing activity and deciding when interventions are needed. 

 

The annual benchmarks continue to provide a basis for short-period surveys, and also 

provide detailed data for calculation of the National Accounts. The latest version of the 

Census of Production (the Annual Business Inquiry) now provides the essential 

benchmark data for the supply-use tables which form the basis of the annual estimates of 

gross domestic product. It also provides weights for the producer price indices, and, 

through the supply use tables, for the index of production. 

 

All of these activities continue to the present, but have been supplemented by 

requirements from the European Union, and in the last few years detailed economic 

analysis using matched microdata has been possible under controlled conditions which 

prohibit the disclosure of identifiable responses. 
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3: The beginnings 

3.1 The early years  
The Board of Trade (the equivalent of the modern Department of Trade and Industry) was 

formed in 1786, and by 1832 when statistics-gathering work was organised as a separate 

Department (the first such within the Board of Trade) it had “collected trade statistics for a 

long time but had not the means to consolidate and present the figures except in its 

minute books and other manuscript volumes” (Foreman 1986). Thereafter, however, a 

statistical yearbook was instituted, which included some information on commercial 

activities, although the main focus was very much on trade (imports and exports) rather 

than domestic production. 

 

The agricultural sector was the subject of much interest, largely because the UK gradually 

moved from producing a surplus and being an exporter of wheat to a situation where a 

poor harvest risked famine. To get information to help with planning there were several 

attempts to collect information around 1800, mostly with rather patchy response, and 

hence additional information on crop areas was collected with the 1801 Census of 

Population. In 1864 Parliament agreed to the collection and publication of agricultural 

statistics in Great Britain and in 1865 voted £10,000 to cover the cost. The first modern 

agricultural census therefore began in 1866 (in which year the Census was undertaken by 

the Inland Revenue and processed by the Board of Trade, see Caird 1868), though it took 

10 years for the response rate to reach a satisfactory level (Mitchell 1988 p182). This work 

was subsequently transferred to the Board of Agriculture after its formation in 1892. 

 

A resolution was adopted by the House of Commons on 2 March 1886 that “full and 

accurate labour statistics should forthwith be collected and published” (Ward & Doggett 

1991 p18), and this led to the first Census of Wages in 1886 run by the Board of Trade, 

which achieved a 75% response. In 1893 a separate Labour branch was created within the 

Statistics Department of the Board of Trade, collecting and publishing information on 

employment and wages, and in 1903 this branch produced the first report on wholesale 

and retail prices. More detail of the history of the Board of Trade can be found in Foreman 

(1986a, b) and of the early history of UK statistics in Ward & Doggett (1991, chapter 3). 

 

There was also a considerable amount of uncoordinated data collection from specific 

industries and for specific purposes by different departments and ministries. These were 

summarised by Yule (1907), and much of the information was brought together in Mitchell 

(1988). For example the Home Office had been collecting employment information 

annually from mines and quarries, first voluntarily from 1864-1872, and then on a 

statutory basis from 1873 onwards (Mitchell 1988 p252-253), and periodically from 

factories and workshops, albeit on a slightly different basis from the one used by the 

Census of Production, which was designed in such a way as to have less double counting. 

The Census of Population also included information on people employed, and additionally 

on occupation, although this latter was poor in 1801, and not really well structured until 

1851 (Mitchell 1988 p92-3). 
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3.2 The first Census of Production  
The first economic census was in 1907, carried out under the 1906 Census of Production 

Act by the Board of Trade. The impetus for it came from tariff policy – to enable 

production levels to be compared with imports – an area that was to continue to stimulate 

demands for industrial statistics up to the Second World War.  The UK had come late by 

some standards to running a census of production – a hundred years later than the USA, 

for example, which started a series of decennial Censuses of Manufactures in 1809 (see 

Flux 1924 for a more detailed comparison with other countries) – and there was deep 

suspicion from manufacturers.  Although the Census Bill was proposed by David Lloyd 

George and had opposition support from Joseph Chamberlain, there was a concern from 

individual MPs about manufacturers losing trade secrets.  ‘A great invasion of public 

liberty’; concern that government ‘had got into [its] hands the possibility of prying into the 

secrets of … trade and commerce’; ‘sacrificing their liberty to a gang of clerks in Downing 

Street’; ‘a most important bill of a very far reaching and revolutionary character’ are some 

of the comments in the parliamentary debates (Anon 1906).  There was lengthy discussion 

on the need to keep the data confidential, concern about the burden on businesses 

supplying information and no agreement on whether the census should be held annually, 

biennially or quinquennially.  The latter question was to be fixed by laying an Order, and 

this was done in 1911, but after a number of schedule changes occasioned by wars, the 

issue was not fully resolved until the 1947 Statistics of Trade Act (see section 4.1), which 

made the Census annual. 

 

The initial Census of Production Bill included wide powers for data collection, but in its 

final form (after concessions to get it passed) the Act severely limited the amount of data 

that could be statutorily collected (the text of the Act is reproduced in Yule 1907). In 

particular the breakdown of production which could be collected was set out not to be in 

greater detail than the Import and Export List, the cost of materials was required as a 

single aggregate figure only, without any details, and questions about wages were 

precluded. Such was the importance given to this new development by government, 

however, that the first meetings of the Census of Production Advisory Committee were 

chaired by Lloyd George, as President of the Board of Trade.  The first censuses focused on 

statistics of output and employment.  However, Special Advisory Committees were set up 

to devise a suitable questionnaire for each industrial classification, and these added 

further, voluntary questions on a range of topics – for example values for 1906, or 

numbers of workers attending on Mondays compared with Wednesdays to assess 

absenteeism. There continued to be a large correspondence between the Board of Trade 

and Trade Associations for various industries on the questions to be included, and there 

are many files of related correspondence in the National Archives. One of the topics 

specifically excluded by the Census of Production Act was information on wages, but this 

was collected in a separate Wages Census run by the Board of Trade in respect of 1906. 

 

Some industries already had data collections, for example the Home Office collected data 

from mines, and from the iron and steel industries, and comparisons with similar figures 

are found in the first Census report. Use was also made of figures from trade associations 
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in some cases – for example British Iron Trade Association figures for production of steel 

ingots. 

 

The final report of the 1907 Census includes some reconciliation of various different 

figures, and describes income, output and expenditure together with capital formation, 

and therefore forms a rudimentary set of national accounts based on the Census of 

Production. A more complete estimate of the National Income (GDP), the first to be 

produced using the output measure, was produced by the then Director of the Census 

Office, Alfred Flux, in the final report of the Census (Flux 1912), and later read to the Royal 

Statistical Society in Flux (1913). It was only the Census of Production information which 

allowed this approach to be used. 

3.3 The quinquennial censuses 1912 to 1935 and the Import 
Duties Act inquiries  
In 1911 an Order was laid before Parliament determining that a Census should take place 

“in the year 19131 and thereafter in every successive fifth year”, and this became the broad 

pattern up to the Second World War.  The processing of the 1912 census (principally 

following up queries with respondents) was still in progress when the First World War 

intervened, and processing was halted.  

 

With the next Census due in 1917 an amending Act (the Census of Production Act 1917) 

allowed for the year of the Census to be specified by laying an Order before Parliament. 

There were two aborted attempts to take post-war censuses (Flux 1924). First, 

preparations were made for a Census in 1920, but the need for financial economy led to its 

cancellation, and second an announcement of a Census of Production for 1922 was made, 

but the preparations were abandoned at an early stage. The next Census of Production to 

be successfully undertaken was for 1924. The Board of Trade undertook the Census in 

Northern Ireland on behalf of the Ministry of Commerce there, and were repaid around 

£2,000 for the service in 1924-7. The publication of the results in five parts between 1930 

and 1932 also included partial information from the 1912 Census, finally worked up for 

industries where the lack of follow-up with respondents was not too serious, although the 

quality of the 1912 estimates remained poor.  

 

The Royal Statistical Society appointed a committee in 1919 which petitioned the 

government to improve (among other things) the quality of information collected about 

wages, particularly with reference to the Census of Production (Committee on Official 

Statistics 1920). The Census of Production Act 1906 precluded asking questions about 

wages (there is a distinction between wages, specifically for operatives, and salaries which 

were for office workers etc) and was not amended, so that only a voluntary question on the 

 
1 meaning to collect 1912 data 
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aggregate wage-bill was included in 1924 and 1930. The Ministry of Labour collected 

detailed information on both wages and hours worked through a voluntary survey to 

supplement the Census in 1924. It hoped to update this annually, but resources were 

insufficient, and wages were collected in updates in 1928, 1930-1 and 1935 (the last two to 

coincide with Censuses of Production), with hours worked updated only in 1935. The 

Ministry of Labour and the Board of Trade matched the wages responses to obtain total 

wages for the Census report, but the match rate was poor and estimation “from four 

varying proportions indicating the size of the sample” was needed; the errors involved in 

such a process were thought to be large (Nelson et al. 1945). A detailed reconciliation of 

the shipbuilding industry from the 1930 survey resulted in over a quarter of responding 

employment being rejected before a sufficiently close match was obtained to calculate 

wage rates for the Census of Production.  

 

The Balfour Committee (Balfour 1929) recommended a resumption of quinquennial 

censuses. The next was held for 1930, and the Board of Trade, after initially setting up only 

a temporary staff, soon gained Treasury approval for a quinquennial programme and a 

permanent staff (BT70/23/S.2192). Censuses were therefore held for 1930 and 1935, but 

the series was again interrupted by war.  Each census was designed afresh from its 

predecessor, making comparability difficult – for example exemptions were mostly 

provided for the smallest businesses, but the size of businesses granted an exemption was 

different in each Census. For 1930 when only businesses employing more than 10 people 

were included, the smaller workload resulted in much quicker production of results, with 

the first preliminary data appearing in December 1931 and the final reports in 1933-1935. 

 

In preparations for the 1930 census, agriculture and forestry were excluded from the 

Census coverage (and the Board of Trade was voted no money to pass on for statistics in 

these sectors), and responsibility for statistics of agriculture and forestry were left to the 

relevant departments (see also section 11.4). 

 

The Import Duties Act 1932, mainly concerned with imposing a 10% tax on imports, also 

included powers for the Board of Trade to collect information on domestic production of 

goods which, had they been imported, would have been subject to the tax. The principal 

differences in the powers in this Act were that: 

• breakdowns of production by commodity were no longer restricted to breakdowns in 

the import and export list; and 

• breakdowns of the cost and quantity of materials and fuel could be collected. 

The first such census was taken for 1933, on a reduced set of production industries covering 62% 
of output and 69% of employment according to the 1930 Census, and again for 1934. 

 
2 References of this form are to files in the National Archive, and are listed below the References at the end of the 
paper. 
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The 1935 Census used a combined approach, with some industries approached under the 

Import Duties Act and some under the Census of Production Act (it had not proved 

possible to issue a single questionnaire under the joint authority of the two Acts). This 

limited slightly the scope of the questions that could be asked, particularly in respect of 

industrial power equipment. An internal memo (on BT70/40/S.858) indicates that giving 

up questions on power equipment (which would be collected decennially only) was also 

intended to reduce the follow-up costs and hence speed up processing – it was hoped to 

produce final results for 1935 a year quicker than for 1930. The Census Office also had an 

increased staff to assist in this objective. In producing the report of the 1935 Census, it had 

been intended to analyse the responses of the largest businesses, but it was realized that 

insufficient data were available on the ownership linkages between them. A supplementary 

survey was therefore undertaken in 1939 into “the connection between firms in the higher 

ranges of size”. Firms registered in more than one trade or with employment ≥500 were 

sent a questionnaire asking about the situation at the time of the 1935 Census, and these 

data were subsequently analysed by Leak & Maizels (1945) and read to the Royal 

Statistical Society. This is the first example of a concentration analysis from the Census, 

which was to become a regular supplementary analysis in later years. 

 

The programme of surveys under the Import Duties Act allowed for a one-year break after 

each Census (BT70/40/S.828/34), to allow for the additional processing, so there was no 

survey for 1936. There was a further Import Duties Act inquiry in 1937 (mostly) and 1938 

(six additional industries only). Preliminary results for 1937 appeared in the Board of 

Trade journal, but no final report was produced as processing was interrupted by the 

Second World War. 1937/1938 results were published with the 1946 Partial Census of 

Production for industries which were covered in that year, or in the 1948 report otherwise. 

3.4 The Second World War 
The Census of Production Act was amended in 1939 to extend the Import Duties Act 

powers to the whole scope of the Census of Production, but these powers were never used, 

because the Second World War interrupted the taking of censuses. 

 

During the war, there was a confusion of statistical information, which led the Prime 

Minister, Winston Churchill, to develop his statistical section into the Central Statistical 

Office (CSO). The need to make very large changes to the economy for the war very quickly 

required a great deal of statistical information, which continued to be collected by the 

various departments of government, but was mediated through the CSO. There were no 

census publications during this period, but there were initially two digests of statistical 

information, later many more including annual supplements which might be considered 

the wartime counterparts of the censuses. There can be little doubt that this statistical 

information made a substantial contribution to the war effort (for more details see Ward & 

Doggett 1991). The increase in statistical requests to businesses which resulted from this 

caused resentment in many parts of industry, and this continued after the war in a general 

distrust of proposals for new statistical collections. 
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There was a partial Census for 1946, covering only certain industries, notable among them 

capital goods industries to which the Government attached great importance. The 

authority for this Census was defence regulations still in force after the Second World War 

(BSO 1978). No warning letters were issued for 1946, and since businesses were therefore 

unprepared “such estimates as may be considered reasonable will be accepted in the 

absence of precise information”. Nevertheless there was some adverse reaction in the 

press (for example Evening Standard 7/1/1947, Yorkshire Post 14/1/1947; Daily Telegraph 

3/2/1947) as the questionnaires were long (because of the product detail) and many 

businesses did not have records to answer questions on, for example, weights of products 

sold. 
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4: The annual censuses 1946-1969 

4.1 A new Act – the Statistics of Trade Act (1947) 
In June 1945 two committees were commissioned by the Board of Trade, one chaired by 

Sir George Nelson to review the requirements for the Census of Production and to make 

recommendations for amendments to the Census of Production Acts (Nelson et al. 1945), 

and the other chaired by Sir Richard Hopkins to review the case for a Census of 

Distribution (Hopkins et al. 1946). The recommendations of these reports  were translated 

into the Statistics of Trade Act (1947), which is the Act under which most statutory surveys 

of businesses are undertaken in Great Britain (it was followed by the Statistics of Trade 

(Northern Ireland) Act in 1949, although this has been superseded by a separate Order in 

Northern Ireland). The Act stipulates that a Census of Production shall be run each year 

(the only survey required statutorily to be undertaken under British law), but also provides 

powers for the statutory collection of other business statistics. It requires that individual 

responses collected under the Act should not be disclosed, and some detailed results have 

typically been suppressed to ensure that this condition is met. 

 

There was general agreement in the parliamentary debate on the need for additional 

statistics (Anon 1947), particularly on distributive trades, but there were reservations 

about the timing of the censuses, and considerable suspicion that the government would 

use a Census of Distribution to furnish information prior to nationalising the distribution 

industries. There was also adverse reaction to the bill in the press – in the context of the 

recently finished war sounding extreme to more modern ears, as in the Daily Graphic for 

13 January 1947 which says the Statistics of Trade Bill “portends … the organisation and 

management of our entire economy on the Nazi model”.  

 

The Nelson Report also suggested a number of changes to the questions which were being 

asked, including changing the basis from production (which involved each business in a 

calculation to adjust their sales by the net change in stocks for each product) to sales – this 

was designed to make the questionnaires easier to complete. An exception was made for 

construction, where the value of work done was required. Questionnaires now asked for 

aggregate stocks for all products, except in a few important cases, where additional 

questions on stocks of particular products or materials were asked to allow stock 

adjustments to be made by the Census Office. There had been no power to collect 

information on stocks under the Census of Production Act, but the Statistics of Trade Act 

contained a schedule of topics which could be included, with much wider topic coverage 

(the use of a Schedule meant that it could be, and was, updated in later years). The report 

of the 1946 Partial Census explains that this procedure should make the figures more 

accurate, because sales information is more readily kept by businesses than production 

information.  

 

The new questions were worked out by the Census of Production Advisory Committee 

“after very detailed consideration of all the difficulties likely to be encountered by 

manufacturers in answering them”, and they were all included on at least one 
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questionnaire in 1946 as a pilot “to study any queries raised by firms before the form of the 

question is finalised” (Anon 1946). Businesses were invited to let the Board of Trade know 

of any special difficulties they had in preparing the information requested. The end of 

limitations on questions meant that wages and salaries information was also asked in the 

Census of Production for the first time in 1946, rather than being collected in a separate 

(voluntary) survey by the Board of Trade (in 1906) and Ministry of Labour (in 1924, 1930 

and 1935). 

 

There was a flurry of correspondence in the second half of 1946 (T 161/1250), instigated by 

the new Ministry of Fuel and Power, whose minister sought responsibility for the Census 

returns for the fuel and power industries, to avoid duplicate collections of the same 

information by more than one department, and to be able to employ their expertise in 

checking the responses. The Census Office was against this, wanting to keep the central 

organisation from a semi-autonomous office as hitherto. There was a proposal to transfer 

the Census to the new Central Statistical Office (and a similar suggestion was made in the 

debate on the Statistics of Trade Bill, Anon 1947 p107), but this was rejected as the CSO 

was too small to cope. It is interesting to note both that there had been many early 

attempts to produce a centralised statistical system (Fessey 1969, Ward & Doggett 1991 

chapter 3), and that the transfer of the Business Statistics Office (including the Census of 

Production) to the CSO did eventually happen in 1989, forming the basis of move to a 

more centralised system!  

 

The final solution was to maintain a central collection, but to make the planning and 

supervision the responsibility of an official interdepartmental census committee, which 

was chaired by the CSO. Nationalised industries and some other industries such as 

agriculture could have their responses supplied to the Census office by the department 

concerned, instead of being issued to the businesses directly. Therefore from 1948 until 

1968 the Orders for the Census of Production, laid before Parliament, provided an 

exemption in the Census for businesses in electricity, gas, coal and related industries, as 

long as they provided information to the Ministry of Fuel and Power. This collection was 

also under the authority of the Statistics of Trade Act, supplemented by nationalisation 

Acts (Electricity Act 1947, Gas Act 1948, Coal Industry Nationalisation Act 1946 and the 

Hydro-electric Development (Scotland) Act 1943).  

4.2 Getting restarted 1948–51 
The President of the Board of Trade had announced that the first full post-war Census 

would be for 1947, but for a number of reasons the next Census was actually taken for 

1948. The 1948 Census really began the line of modern, annual censuses of production, 

with an expanded topic coverage, and classification according to the first Standard 

Industrial Classification (SIC48). Results from the 1935 Census were reworked onto the 

new classification for comparison purposes. A “warning” questionnaire was despatched in 

January 1948 to allow businesses to gather the information required during the year, but 

this was the last time for some years that this was done, since the annual cycle made the 

Census less of a surprise to businesses. However, advance notice of the questions was still 

sent to Trade Associations each year. 
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Commodity breakdowns of sales and purchases were asked in 1948, and this enabled the 

tabulation of results on both an industry basis (all the activity of a business classified to 

the industry of the business) and a product basis (product sales classified to the industry 

to which the product belonged regardless of the industry of the business which produced 

it). Collecting and analysing the commodity breakdowns is burdensome for both 

businesses and the office processing the survey, so in 1949 and 1950 the Census collected 

only an aggregate figure, except in a few industries. The one major exception was in 

Northern Ireland, where the 1949 Census was the first full post-war collection, so similar 

detail to the 1948 Census in Great Britain was included. From 1949 onwards the Northern 

Ireland information was published alongside the Great Britain information to provide UK 

figures, except in a few cases where the Northern Ireland figure was withheld to prevent 

disclosure of the value of individual responses. 

 

A monthly index of employment based on Census responses continued to be produced in 

1948, but was dropped thereafter as monthly detail ceased to be collected. From 1949 the 

way in which employment was defined also altered in response to the introduction of the 

welfare state. Notes on the questionnaire stipulated that details were required for people 

“on the pay roll (i.e. whose National Insurance cards were held)”. At the same time a 

question was introduced on the amount of employers’ contributions to National Insurance 

schemes. Some workers were excluded from the main totals (canteen workers, outworkers 

and workers engaged in merchanting), but these were also collected under a separate 

heading from 1949. 

 

The first Census of Distribution in 1950 (see section 7.1.1) led to some changes in the way 

the Census of Production was run in that year, partly to reduce the burden, and partly to 

remove gaps between the two Censuses. Information on merchanting and factoring 

(buying goods and selling them on without any further production activity) was collected 

for the first time, to supplement the information on wholesaling obtained from the Census 

of Distribution. Some industries which included a substantial element of trading with the 

public were excluded from the Census of Production unless they were wholly production 

businesses, and instead included with the Census of Distribution. 

 

In 1950 information on capital expenditure was not included in the Census of Production, 

but was the subject of a separate survey run by various government departments in 

collaboration with the Central Statistical Office (and published in Board of Trade journal 

5/1/1952). In 1951 a separate, voluntary survey was used to capture capital expenditure of 

companies which had not begun production at the year end (see also section 10.3).  

 

The 1951 Census covered an expanded range of topics, and there were quite detailed 

questions on power equipment, included in the census for the first and only time since 

1930, and also new questions on shift working. There was a breakdown of sales by 

commodity (in value and quantity), and also a breakdown of specified materials 

purchased. For the first time separate information on payments (or costs) for transport of 

goods was collected. 
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4.3 Sampling 
Sampling was already acknowledged as an issue to be considered in 1946  (T161/1250), but 

it was several years before the consideration was serious enough to give rise to action. In 

planning the 1952 census “it was decided that sufficiently accurate estimates of the main 

aggregates required could probably be made … from a sample of establishments”, and this 

made the cost (both the cost to businesses and the cost to the Census Office) substantially 

smaller than a full census. Although the precise details are not explained in the report, the 

sample design essentially set a pattern which was unchanged in 2006. The very largest 

businesses (measured by employment) are completely enumerated, with stratification by 

employment and decreasing sampling fractions with decreasing employment in these size 

strata. Note that the same sampling fraction was used for businesses of the same size in 

every industry until 1993 (with a very few exceptions where this risked generating very 

large samples). If there were few establishments in an industry, all were included. A tenth 

of the businesses with employment ≤10 were sampled, subject to a minimum of 10 being 

included in each industry. 

 

It is interesting to quote the paragraph summarising the impact of sampling, which says: 

“The use of sampling methods inevitably means that precise figures cannot be obtained. 

The results for industry as a whole are accurate within very close limits, but a rather wider 

margin of uncertainty attaches to those for individual industries. In spite of this, it was 

considered that they should be published for these industries – principally the larger ones 

– where the margin of uncertainty is not too great; but that the results are based on 

sampling, and are not precisely accurate, should be borne in mind in any use that is made 

of them.” 

 

Once sampling was used, the frame from which the sampling was done became more 

important. The frame for 1952 was based on the responses to the 1950 census (or the 1949 

Census in industries affected by the Census of Distribution); more detail is given in section 

8.2. The year on which the sample is based is called the “base year” in reports by analogy 

with index numbers, where more recent information updates a starting value. The sample 

was updated in 1953 to use the 1951 Census as a frame, and the sample was selected 

independently of the previous year, except for businesses with ≤10 employees, which were 

not sampled in 1953 if they were selected in 1952. 

 

Businesses above the employment size threshold and which had changed industry or 

started trading after the base year (such businesses could be identified because they 

needed new plates for the printer to print their questionnaires), were mostly all selected 

even if they would otherwise have been unsampled, although sampling was employed in a 

few industries where these cases were numerous. This distinction between stable and 

changing businesses was part of the sample design in 1952-3, 1955-7 and 1959-62, 

stopping in full census years when every business was included. This approach is now 

being considered for re-introduction because of the differences in variability  between 

these groups. 
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Once the sampled businesses have responded, it is then necessary to use the responses to 

make an estimate for the whole population. In 1952 this was done using expansion 

estimation, where each business had its response multiplied by h hN n , where Nh  is the 

number of businesses in the population in stratum h, and nh is the number of responses in 

stratum h (including any businesses making “nil” responses or which ceased production 

before the beginning of the census year). h hN n  was dubbed the “grossing factor”, a term 

which has confused foreign visitors ever since! 

 

In 1953 an additional correction factor was introduced, based on the ratio of the 

employment in the (1951 Census based) frame to the estimate of the same variable 

obtained by using h hN n  to weight the sample employment values. This is the classical 

ratio estimator (Cochran 1977 chapter 6), which has been the mainstay of business survey 

estimation in the UK ever since. We speculate that it was only the 1951 Census which 

provided a sufficiently accurate frame to support ratio estimation, which is why it was 

introduced one year after sampling was first implemented, although we have not found 

any evidence to corroborate this. Later, in 1955-7 the description of the estimator implies a 

combined ratio estimator across size strata within industries. 

 

Sampling errors were calculated and published (as the value of the standard error) for 

employment in the tables in 1952 and 1953 to show the effects of sampling. Values for 

other variables weren’t published, but there was a warning that they might be more 

substantial than those for employment. “An indication of the magnitude of the sampling 

errors” is given in an appendix to the 1955-7 report for main variables, by Orders of the 

Standard Industrial Classification.  

 

In 1954 for the first time a table was shown which estimated the activity of smaller 

businesses which had not been required to complete a detailed questionnaire, by 

industrial classification. This implemented a recommendation of Verdon Smith et al. 

(1954; see section 4.4). The main procedure used was to uprate the values derived from 

the large businesses by the additional proportion of employment in the smaller businesses, 

that is, to multiply by 
{ }10U U x

x x
∩ >

∑ ∑ , where U is the population and x is employment. It 

is likely that judgement was used in situations where this gave implausible results, 

although this is not documented. Despite this innovation, most tables were restricted to 

the responses of businesses with more than 10 employees. 

 

However, from 1955 onwards, the tables were all adjusted so that they included estimates 

for businesses below the size threshold, and there were no separate tables for different 

sized businesses in general (although size breakdowns of some variables continued to be 

produced). This was accompanied by a change in the sampling to exclude businesses with 

≤10 employees, so that the estimation became an extrapolation (in 1968 only some 

summary tables represented the population; most detail was based on responses only). 
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Also from 1955 the practice of sending advance notice of the questions to be asked (which 

had been stopped from 1948) was reinstated (another recommendation of Verdon Smith 

et al. 1954), as sampling meant that many businesses did not get a questionnaire every 

year. 

4.4 Implementing the recommendations of the Verdon Smith 
report 

There continued to be adverse reactions to the impositions and costs of the Census, so a 

further review of the Censuses of Production and Distribution (the “Verdon Smith report”) 

was commissioned and published in 1954 (Verdon Smith et al. 1954). It confirmed the 

need for the Census (although pointing out that many businesses did not themselves find 

the results useful), and made a number of recommendations for reducing the compliance 

cost, but with insufficient time for them to be implemented in the 1954 full census. They 

were largely implemented in the 1958 Census instead. 

 

One major change was a move to a new industrial classification, the SIC 1958, which made 

quite a number of changes to the coverage – in particular to reduce the scope of 

manufacturing so that several industries which had previously been covered by the Census 

of Production were omitted (for example production and processing of cinematograph 

films, bakehouses attached to retail shops). This reduced the coverage of manufacturing by 

around 5% of employment, but left construction, mining and energy industries largely 

unchanged.  

 

There was a general move to make the census easier for businesses to complete. This was 

done firstly by including ancillary activities, particularly merchanting (for all industries) 

and also additional activities in specific industries such as tree felling in businesses in the 

sawmilling industry. This meant that businesses were no longer required to divide their 

accounts. It was also tied up with a further development, which was the production of 

results by enterprise (one or more firms under common ownership or control, as defined 

in the Companies Act 1948) as well as on the traditional establishment basis, and this 

involved changes to the structure of the frame (see section 8.2).  

 

Secondly, the exemption limit for the detailed information was raised from ≤11 to <25 

employment, but the unit on which it was calculated was changed to the “firm”, which 

could be several establishments (approximately but not exactly equivalent to local units), 

but could also be only a part of an enterprise. Nevertheless fewer businesses were required 

to respond overall. 

 

Thirdly, the making of combined returns for businesses in the same industry and in 

England, Scotland or Wales was facilitated in 1958. This meant that figures needed to be 

apportioned by the Census Office for any detailed geographical analysis; for the same 

purpose in 1963 figures were apportioned to the individual establishments in proportion 
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to the number of operatives (operatives approximate to manual workers, that is excluding 

office and management personnel). 

 

Fourthly, only an aggregate question on purchases of materials and fuel was asked in 1958 

– not the product breakdown of earlier full Censuses, which it was now planned to collect 

decennially. Additionally, less product detail of output was collected where detailed 

monthly or quarterly statistics were available, with a summary of the short-period 

statistics included in publications where little or no detail of output was collected. 

 

A one-off innovation for the 1958 Census was a supplementary survey of non-responders 

carried out at the beginning of 1960, for which 700 contacts were made. These were used 

in making estimates for the non-responders to the 1958 Census. 

 

4.5 A return to a quinquennial pattern 
The 1958 Census also started a quinquennial pattern (harking back to the 1911 Order) of 

detailed censuses (covering all units above a threshold without sampling) in 1958, 1963 

and 1968, with intervening smaller, sample-based surveys. The main difference in 1963 

was in the detail collected, which included a detailed breakdown of purchases into around 

2000 headings (needed as the basis for input output tables and for weights for the 

producer price index) and also a range of additional topics. Statistics of employment were 

made more specific by distinguishing employees from working proprietors in 

questionnaires to small (as well as large) businesses. 

 

Since information on capital expenditure and inventories was collected in voluntary 

monthly and quarterly surveys, any businesses which supplied this information were given 

a simpler questionnaire asking only for output, or in some cases where there were also 

sales surveys, not sent a questionnaire at all. The practice of asking reduced detail in 

industries where detailed monthly or quarterly statistics on sales were already collected, 

started in 1958, continued in 1963 and 1968.  

 

Age/sex breakdowns of employment were included in the published reports, but from 

information collected by the Ministry of Labour. The impact on businesses of filling in the 

questionnaires was reduced slightly further from what might have been the case by using a 

supplementary sample survey to obtain information on payments for certain services and 

receipts from royalties, and the same procedure was adopted in 1968. Nevertheless 1963 

was a large census in terms of topics as well as having full coverage. 

 

Supplementary surveys were run in 1963 for capital expenditure of ‘not yet in production’ 

units (new units which are not yet producing output, but may have substantial capital 

expenditure in buildings and plant in preparation for beginning production), and for 

stocks and capital expenditure by parts of businesses excluded from Census responses. 
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This allowed stocks and capital expenditure for 1963 to be reworked onto a reporting unit 

(establishments under common control) basis, and used as the basis of sampling and 

estimation for the subsequent Censuses.  

 

The primary purpose of the smaller surveys between full censuses was as an input to the 

National Accounts, and also to provide more broadly based figures which could be used to 

revise those made using short-period surveys. For 1959-62 the variables collected were 

reduced to sales, stocks and capital expenditure (with a widened definition to include 

expenditure on land and existing buildings from 1959), and with this much simplified 

survey, the unit was changed to something which would now be called a reporting unit 

(RU) – usually a firm or company, but sometimes a part of such a firm or company if it 

was engaged in a number of main activities corresponding to different industry groups. 

This change had several statistical advantages as well as being cheaper – it improved the 

coverage since, for example, capital expenditure at head offices was automatically 

included, and it improved the comparability with the annual inquiry into the Distributive 

and Services Trades, which was already taken on this basis. There was however a big 

disadvantage in that figures for output showed a discontinuity from the main censuses of 

1958, 1963 and 1968 (as sales between establishments within a business unit were 

eliminated, and wholesaling and similar activities were added), and it was not considered 

possible to make an adjustment to a consistent basis or to provide a link. 

 

In 1964-7 and 1969 a very simple Census was run, asking only for information on 

inventories and capital expenditure (except in construction and water supply industries 

where there were one additional and one fewer questions respectively). The threshold for 

inclusion in the Census was effectively raised to 500 employment, although in industries 

where businesses employing fewer than 500 people made a substantial contribution, 

businesses below this threshold were sampled. In particular 3000 businesses were 

sampled in construction. There was also oversampling in Wales and Scotland to allow 

estimates to be made for thee countries with greater accuracy. 

 

An interesting side effect of only having stocks and capital expenditure information on a 

reporting unit basis in 1963, was that for 1964-7 business sizes had to be defined in terms 

of stocks (there was no separate business register to provide other auxiliary information – 

just the latest full Census). The result was a ratio estimator for capital expenditure based 

on 1963 capital expenditure values, in two size strata defined by 1963 inventories, and a 

ratio estimator for stocks based on 1963 stocks values (in a single size stratum). In the 

construction industry, employment was collected in 1963, and this allowed a more typical 

estimator. 

 

The 1968 Census of Production was “the last of its type”. It also saw a move to the next 

incarnation of the Standard Industrial Classification, SIC68, which meant that several 

industries were added (including coffee blending, grinding & roasting; and tea blending, 

which had been covered in many of the early censuses), and some others were dropped. 

The 1963 data were reworked as far as possible on the new classification, to provide data 
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for comparison purposes. The biggest change was to the definition of the establishment, 

which was redefined to cover smaller units and allow better regional estimation (see 

section 8.1) 

 

In 1968 there was also a survey of employers’ labour costs run by the Department of 

Employment, and information on employers’ national insurance contributions and on 

private pension schemes was taken from this survey and included in the Census of 

Production summary report. Another innovation was to measure progress payments in 

capital goods industries, which enabled one element of double counting in the National 

Accounts to be estimated. 
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5: The annual censuses 1970 to 1997 

5.1 Further development of Industrial statistics 
A committee was appointed in the mid-1960s to review the whole structure of statistics. 

Following its fourth report, which contained much of the evidence and recommendations 

for action (Estimates Committee 1966), the system of economic statistics in the UK was 

overhauled, to increase the frequency of the basic information collected in the Census of 

Production to annual, to speed up the production of the results, to provide more detailed 

commodity information and to harmonise the concepts used (Stafford 1969, Berman 

1971). The new annual census (formally renamed the Annual Census of Production and 

universally known as ACOP) returned to enumerating all businesses larger than a fixed 

size threshold each year. The Business Statistics Office (BSO) was formed in part to 

facilitate running the new system of surveys. 

 

One of the central planks of the new system was a Central Register; we deal in more detail 

with the development of the register in section 8.2. There was some reduction in the detail 

collected through the Annual Census of Production, since commodity breakdowns of sales 

were collected through a new quarterly survey (see section 7.6), and the commodity 

breakdown of purchases questions moved to a new quinquennial Purchases Inquiry, first 

undertaken in 1974 (see section 7.5). Otherwise the topic coverage of the Annual Census of 

Production was little different from earlier surveys. For the first years of the new survey 

(1970-2), in fact, a conscious decision was taken by the Census of Production Advisory 

Committee to keep the content of the Census fixed. The change to collecting product detail 

in the quarterly surveys meant that these took over as the source of classification 

information, although employment size information continued to come from the Annual 

Census of Production. 

5.2 The European Economic Community 
Nelson et al. (1945) had already noted international comparison as a key requirement for 

Census of Production statistics, although their focus had initially looked more towards the 

USA and the dominions. When Britain joined the European Economic Community (EEC, 

“Common Market”) on 1 January 1973, however, comparability with European nations 

became important. 

 

The first effects were felt on the Census of Production for 1973, which was modified to 

conform with a directive (72/221) aimed at coordinating the annual structural surveys in 

EEC member states. The main changes to the 1973 survey were: 

• calculation of estimates of gross value added (which are closer to the definition 

required for national accounts); 

• the introduction of a uniform cut-off of 20 employees (formerly 25) above which 

all businesses were included, although the 11+ threshold was maintained in a few 

industries. This created a rather odd sequence of employment bands of 0-10, 11-19, 20+ 

rather than 0-9, 10-19, 20+; eventually the latter was adopted, but not for some years. 
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There was no corresponding change in the quarterly inquiries, which continued with a 

threshold of 25 employment, and this occasionally caused difficulties of reconciliation 

between the two surveys. 

• introduction of a standard questionnaire (the “long form”) for businesses with 

≥100 employment, with a questionnaire collecting less detail (the “short form”) for 

businesses with up to 99 employment.. 

• some additional detailed questions were included on the long form relating to 

labour costs, purchases of services, merchanting, capital expenditure, and taxes (VAT, 

rates and motor vehicle licenses). 

Results from the 1973 Annual Census of Production were provided to the EEC reworked 

onto the European NACE classification. This involved some approximation, since the 

NACE and SIC68 were constructed independently and had significant differences. NACE 

and SIC were not harmonised until the 1980 revision of the Standard Industrial 

Classification (SIC80). 

5.3 Mass imputation (1973 onwards) 
As well as changes to the scope and questions in 1973 in line with EEC requirements, there 

was also a change to the way the estimation system operated. Ratio estimation continued 

to be employed, but it was made operational through the directly equivalent practice of 

mass imputation using ratio imputation models. A ratio of the collected variable to the 

number of employees was calculated, and then applied to the register employment of any 

non-responding or exempt business to generate estimated values. Estimates for any 

domain could be easily produced by summing the appropriate combination of real values 

and estimates for any business in the domain. What was less clear was the quality of such 

estimates, which led to its eventual discontinuation in 1995 (when estimates were made by 

weighting the sample responses with weights derived by ratio estimation). 

 

For businesses with ≥100 employment, capital expenditure was required on both the 

business year and the calendar year from 1973 to 1982, which allowed the information to 

be matched with the responses to the quarterly capital expenditure inquiry and used for 

benchmarking. 

 

The results from the 1974 and 1975 Annual Censuses of Production were published 

together “to improve timeliness”, and the results of the first Purchases Inquiry (see section 

7.5) were also included. Construction was reintroduced as a full part of the Census in 1974, 

after operating as a limited survey collecting capital expenditure and stocks from a sample 

of large undertakings from 1969-1973. “Work given out” (that is where materials are given 

to another company to work on) became part of “industrial services”. 

5.4 Sampling makes a comeback 
In 1978 there was a move to use sampling more widely in the Annual Census of 

Production. One in two establishments with 20 to 49 employees were sampled in 68 

manufacturing industries. At the same time around 10% of units with 11 to 19 employees 
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were also sampled to meet a European requirement for a limited range of data from 

smaller units every five years. This sample of smaller businesses was not repeated in 1979, 

but the description of the size range changes from “11 to 19” to “10 to 19” as the size ranges 

were rationalised to be in line with Europe, a change begun with the change of the cut-off 

to 20 in 1973. The sampling of 20-49s was however repeated, and in 1980 it was extended 

so that only one in four 20-49s and one in two 50-99s were selected. Sampling also 

evolved in the construction industries with the one in two sample of 20-49s extended to 

these industries from 1979. Further savings were made when the sample of construction 

businesses with less than 20 employees was discontinued in 1980. 

 

1979 also saw the first steps in another harmonisation with Europe, as a supplementary 

volume was produced classified by the new SIC80 classification (although the census was 

actually designed and run using SIC68). The new classification was the first to be aligned 

with the European classification NACE. The Purchases Inquiry, undertaken as a 

supplement to the Census of Production, was however designed using SIC80 

classifications. Both the 1979 Census and Purchases Inquiry were vital in reclassifiying (as 

well as rebasing) the national accounts as they provided the weights for the Index of 

Production and Producer Price Index3 respectively. The 1980 Annual Census of 

Production was run fully on SIC80, but only summary results were produced for 4 digit 

Activity Headings (industries), with the detail produced mostly on 3-digit groups of the 

new SIC. 

 

The Rayner review (Rayner 1981) articulated the view that statistics should be produced 

primarily for the purposes of government, and from the 1980 publication onwards the text 

prominently mentions the government first in the list of purposes for undertaking a 

Census of Production, although this was altered to give Europe as the first driver in 1983 – 

probably as a defence against pressure for surveys to be stopped or reduced, since the 

Census of Production outputs were a requirement under European regulations (which 

have the force of law). The statutory obligation to undertake a Census (from the Statistics 

of Trade Act) is also mentioned explicitly for the first time in many years. 

 

A new register was introduced in 1984, based on VAT information. This improved 

coverage especially of new births, which were properly identified through the VAT system 

more quickly than they had been noted before. 1984 saw a “benchmark census” with an 

increased sample size, returning to the sampling scheme last used in 1979. This was 

designed to provide better quality information to benchmark the Purchases Inquiry run in 

the same year, and to provide weights for the Index of Production for rebasing on 

1985=100. The industry coverage was also slightly extended to include “photographic and 

cinematographic processing laboratories”, allegedly “for the first time” although in fact 

cinematographic film processing had been included in the Census up to 1954. The 

 
3 At the time known as the Wholesale Price Index 
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collection of capital expenditure was amended to include assets obtained under finance 

leasing arrangements from 1988. 

 

Occasional extra questions were included on the Annual Census of Production to gather 

information on topics of interest or policy importance. The 1986 and 1988 Censuses saw 

three additional questions designed to obtain information on computer employees and the 

costs of buying or leasing computer equipment. 1991-2 included questions on the cost of 

pollution control and waste management. 

 

In 1993 a further revision of the classification system was made (to SIC92), to harmonise 

classifications within the European Union which were moving to the first revision of 

NACE. This was undertaken at the same time as moving to a new register, the Inter-

Departmental Business Register (IDBR) (Perry 1995), which was based on the integration 

of the two primary administrative sources – Value Added Tax (VAT) and Pay As You Earn 

(PAYE) employment information. Apart from the change of classification this had little 

direct impact on the running of the Annual Census of Production, although it did pave the 

way for later changes.  

 

The 1994 Annual Census of Production would have been a “benchmark” one with an 

increased sample size if the series of more detailed surveys every five years had been 

continued, but instead it was “slimline”, as part of a general pressure on costs. The way in 

which the Annual Census of Production was processed also changed for 1994. ONS had 

been updating its computer systems, and the Annual Census of Production was one of the 

last to move, unusually to a SAS®-based system utilising Statistics Canada’s generalized 

estimation system (GES) (Estevao et al. 1994). The main change was that the mass 

imputation approach introduced in 1973 was dropped, and a survey weighting approach 

was introduced for the first time, in keeping with the treatment of the Annual Census of 

Production as a sample survey. This made some of the processing more difficult, but 

meant that the quality of some of the lowest level aggregates was much more easily seen. 

The ratio estimation approach was maintained. 

5.5 Maximum information at minimum cost 
The 1990s also saw renewed pressure to keep the costs to business of filling in government 

forms as low as possible. Although surveys are a very small proportion of the total 

administrative burden, they did not escape scrutiny, and the Annual Census of Production 

was affected in two ways – one was in the gradual reduction in sample size (aided by the 

declining number of businesses classified to manufacturing). The other was to reduce as 

far as possible the number of questions on the questionnaire, since the way in which 

compliance cost was measured was to give each question on the questionnaire an equal 

compliance value, so that reducing the number of questions reduced the estimate of the 

cost to businesses of complying with the survey. This led in 1992 to the breakdowns of 

capital expenditure and stocks being dropped, with these proportions being estimated 

from the information collected in quarterly surveys. 
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Another extra question was included in 1992-3, on whether a business had staff engaged in 

research and development. This helped to build a frame for the Research & Development 

survey, another survey required under a European Union (EU) regulation. Although there 

is a SIC classification for research & development, businesses with research and 

development only as an ancillary activity were not classified to it and could not be 

identified from an administrative source. The most efficient way to identify all research 

and development activity was to include a filter question on the Annual Census of 

Production, which had good coverage because of its large sample size. 

 

The 1994  Annual Census of Production dropped the collection of information on capital 

expenditure and employment in local units. This made a substantial saving in compliance 

costs for businesses. The responses from businesses were then apportioned between the 

local units according to information from the IDBR on local unit employment, which was 

updated by the Census of Employment (see section 7.4). The quality of the apportionment 

relied on the completeness of the register, and also on the relationship between 

employment on the IDBR and the variable collected in the survey (although this approach 

was not used in construction, mining and energy industries where regional data were not 

produced). The relationship was mostly good for (survey) employment, with deviations 

only where there had been changes in local unit structures, but the relationship between 

capital expenditure and employment has always been acknowledged to be weak except in 

the largest units. For more detail see Smith et al. (2003). 
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6:  The Annual Business Inquiry (1998 onwards) 

6.1 Integration 
The Annual Business Inquiry replaced and integrated quite a number of surveys – the 

Annual Censuses of Production and Constructions, the Purchases Inquiry (see section 7.5), 

the Annual Employment Survey (AES, see section 7.4), and the set of 6 surveys covering 

the distribution and services sector (DSI, see section 7.3) – retail, wholesale, motor trades, 

catering, property and (other) services.  

 

The employment and turnover statistics from the Employment Department and Central 

Statistical Office respectively were brought together in the new Office for National 

Statistics (see section 10.1), and part of the reasoning for this was that a single survey 

collecting both sorts of information together would be more efficient and produce more 

consistent estimates (in fact the same arguments had been made when the Census of 

Employment was first instituted in the early 1970s (see section 7.4), but it was not possible 

to obtain agreement at the time). This was the main impetus for the integration of the 

Annual Census of Production with the Annual Employment Survey (AES). At the same 

time, the successful introduction of the IDBR, which merged information from the two 

administrative sources PAYE and VAT also made it practical to merge the services sector 

(which had formerly been based on a register derived only from VAT) and the production 

sector (where the register had been based on employment information). The final driver 

was from Europe, which extended the structural business statistics regulation (Council 

regulation 58/97) to cover the service industries. The UK met its obligations under this 

regulation through the new Annual Business Inquiry. 

 

In 1997 the way employment was measured was changed as part of the transition to the 

ABI – instead of the average employment over the year (defined for convenience as the 

average of the last week in each month), the employment on a specific date was required. 

The Census of Employment had had a date in September, but to correspond with the 

despatch date of the ABI this was moved to 12 December, with the results adjusted based 

on information from the Monthly Production Inquiry. The adjustment process was soon 

dropped however, leading to a lot of dissatisfaction with the effects of seasonality around 

Christmas on the employment figures, so the reference date was moved back to the old 

Census of Employment date of September in 2006. 

 

Another way in which the merger of the surveys was implemented was to institute a two-

part questionnaire, one part requesting employment information which could be returned 

relatively quickly, and one part requesting more detailed financial variables which could 

typically only be completed when a business had finalised its annual accounts. It is 

interesting to compare this approach with a suggestion made in the Verdon Smith report 

(Verdon Smith et al. 1954) that output (turnover) by value and quantity might be returned 

quickly to facilitate faster production of results, with the remaining questions returned 

later; this suggestion was, however, not implemented. 
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A companion survey, the Annual Register Inquiry (ARI) replaced the collection of local 

unit information undertaken by the AES and formerly the Annual Census of Production 

(until 1993), from 1999. The AES itself was run alongside the ABI in 1998. The local unit 

information from the ARI is now used to update the business structures on the IDBR, and 

this information is then used to apportion data (see section 8.10) to form regional 

estimates. One feature of the ARI is that is did not specify a reference date, since it was 

used for register updating purposes at different times through the year (see also section 

11.3.1). 

 

The most important changes to the methods employed in the ABI were 

• A move to stratification by country, with oversampling in Scotland and Wales. 

This gave additional accuracy for estimates in Scotland and Wales, and fulfilled the 

original requirements from the Statistics of Trade Act. 

• A change from sampling independently each year to having 50% overlap 

between samples  outside completely enumerated strata (except for businesses with <10 

employees where there was no overlap to keep the response burden as low as possible). 

This improved the quality estimates of yearly change.  

• A change in the apportionment between regions (see section 8.10) 

• A new outlier adjustment procedure. 

More details of the transition to the ABI and the survey methods employed are available in 

Jones (2000). The detail of the methods used for the employment information from the 

ABI and the transition from the AES are give in Partington (2001a, b). 

6.2 Europe 
There has been a gradual process of harmonisation of surveys across the European Union 

in its various guises. When the UK first joined the EEC in 1973, the Census of Production 

already broadly conformed to the requirements of the directive (72/221) on annual 

production statistics, and only needed some small changes (section 5.2).  

 

The European Union treaty was implemented in November 1993, and this has had a 

significant effect on the way that statistics are produced within the UK. There was 

increasing pressure to harmonise statistics within the EU to provide a platform for 

decision-making both within and outside the European Union structures (Pullinger 1997). 

Directives are not legally binding, however, so to promote harmonisation there was a 

move to make statistical collections subject to regulations, which do have the force of law. 

Regulations have mostly been couched in terms which describe the outputs to be provided, 

leaving Member States free to choose how to meet the requirements of the Regulation. 

This principle is known as “subsidiarity” and has been jealously guarded by Member 

States. 

 

The structural business statistics regulation (Council regulation 58/97) was passed in 

1996, and set out in some detail the information requirements for annual, structural 
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business statistics. This need was met through the development of the ABI. Some other 

regulations also had an impact on the way the Census of Production systems developed, 

particularly the NACE regulation (Council regulation 3037/90), and the business register 

(2186/93) and units (696/93) regulations. 
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7: Related surveys 

The evolution of the Census of Production has been strongly influenced by a range of other 

surveys, and it has always been just one component of the framework of statistical sources 

that gives information about the UK economy. In this section we review the history of 

related surveys which have been run alongside the Census of Production, and have 

eventually become part of the integrated annual structural survey, the ABI. 

7.1 Census of Distribution 

7.1.1 The Census of Distribution 1950 

Britain was also relatively late in running a Census of Distribution, in comparison with 

America (1929), Canada (1931) and Ireland (1933), though there was pressure to 

undertake one, the British national committee of the International Chamber of Commerce 

even undertaking a trial (voluntary) census in six towns in an effort to demonstrate what 

should be done and encourage an official Census (International Chamber of Commerce 

1937). It was not until the end of the second world war, however, that the Board of Trade 

appointed a committee to examine the case for a Census of Distribution (see section 4.1). 

This committee took evidence from a range of bodies, and found a balance in favour of 

such a Census, although there was concern about the burden particularly on small 

businesses, and the report includes many measures aimed at reducing this. There had 

been some earlier sample surveys, particularly of retailing, but without a Census to 

provide a foundation, their quality was at best questionable, so one of the key 

requirements was to provide a frame for future surveys. 

 

The review (Hopkins et al. 1946) therefore recommended that a Census of Distribution 

should be undertaken, and with the Statistics of Trade Act facilitating the collection of 

such information there was no barrier. Much of the debate on the Statistics of Trade Bill 

(Anon 1947) had centred on the desirability and practicality of the Census of Distribution. 

However, preparations for the Census took some time, including running a pilot (a 

recommendation of the Hopkins Inquiry) in Reading, Liverpool, Bristol and Aberdeen, 

and the first Census of Distribution proper was not undertaken until 1950, and covered 

Great Britain only. This led to some changes in the way the Census of Production was run 

in that year (see section 4.2).  

 

During 1950, prior to the despatch of questionnaires in early 1951, a register of traders was 

constructed by a field survey, undertaken by Census of Distribution staff, since there was 

no existing register to work from, nor a suitable administrative source from which to 

construct one (Verdon Smith et al. 1954, p29). This was a significant cost – around 15% of 

the total cost of the Census of Distribution. One suggestion for future similar exercises was 

to use enumerators in the population census to collect/update this information, and this 

was in fact done for the 1961 and 1971 population censuses. (Note that at this time there 

was no connection between the Census Office of the Board of Trade and the Registrars 

General, although they were later to be merged in the ONS.) 
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The Census of Distribution had a number of important outputs and uses. It meant that for 

the first time a frame for distribution and some services could be used as the basis for 

short-period statistics. It also provided weights for sound construction of retail price 

indices and producer price indices. 

7.1.2 A quinquennial series of Censuses of Distribution 
The first Census of Distribution was followed with an approximately quinquennial series 

of Censuses in 1957, 1961, 1966 and 1971. The 1957 and 1966 censuses were sample 

censuses, both with similar sampling schemes (see below). Although they were called 

“distribution” they actually covered some service industries too, and the range of 

industries increased with time. 

 

The methods for the 1966 Census of Distribution are summarised in Schneider & Suich 

(1969). The frame had to be reconstructed, since it wasn’t maintained between Censuses. 

The 1961 census provided some information, and co-operative societies also provided 

details, but there was still a need for field teams to go to sample areas to list apparently 

eligible establishments. The Census had quite a complex sample design with a stratified 

area sample, and then within selected areas the larger businesses (with 10 or more outlets) 

and some special categories were completely enumerated, but only a sample of smaller 

businesses was covered. Ratio estimation was used, based on the responses to the 1961 

Census, and standard errors were calculated for key variables. There is a long history of 

calculating and publishing standard errors for distribution and services, whereas they 

were not so regularly published for the Census of Production. 

 

Processing was computer-based, with around 1 in 8 questionnaires failing the consistency 

edits, and 1 in 10 failing credibility edits and needing amendment. Coding to industry was 

also computer-based, and used the information collected on the questionnaires. Ratio 

imputation was used for missing values (mainly for smaller businesses), and possibly cold 

deck imputation for supplementary surveys on transport and floor space. 

 

The 1971 Census followed a similar scheme to earlier Censuses, with timing (as in 1961) 

designed to take advantage of enumerators of the 1971 population census to do field work 

to construct a register. It was the last attempt at a really large-scale coverage of the 

distribution sector, largely because the development of the Integrated Register (see section 

8.2) meant that the population of businesses was available from administrative sources. 

 

The first Census of Distribution in Northern Ireland took place in 1965, following a similar 

pattern. Field enumeration to form a register was undertaken by the Royal Ulster 

Constabulary, and after an initial poor response field staff were used for collection to get 

an eventual response of 99%! Northern Ireland also planned a retail census for 1971 

alongside the Census of Distribution in Great Britain, but in the event this was postponed 

and was eventually taken for 1975. 
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7.2 Service Trades Inquiries 
A series of surveys into services other than those covered by the Census of Distribution 

was also undertaken, covering wholesaling, motor trades and catering. These were 

arranged with the Census of Distribution and Census of Production so that only one large 

survey was conducted each year, alongside the smaller Censuses of Production. They 

provided information for rebasing the quarterly surveys of turnover in these sectors. So 

there were large scale surveys of the wholesale trade in 1950 (as part of the Census of 

Distribution), 1959, 1965, 1974 and 1978, of the catering trades in 1960, 1964, 1969 and 

1977, and of the motor trades in 1967, 1972 and 1977.  

 

Catering initially covered only catering activity, but in 1969 was extended to include 

information on number of bedrooms, to provide information for managing tourism 

development grants. More details of the 1969 survey are in Morris (1971). 1969 was also a 

larger survey than in 1964, mainly to form a base for later annual surveys (see below). A 

frame of multiples (businesses with more than one location) was maintained in catering 

for stocks and capital expenditure surveys, but had to be supplemented by information 

from local authorities and brewery businesses. Licensed premises were the mainstay; 

unlicensed premises were excluded “because of the difficulties of defining and identifying 

them”. An area sample was selected, with subsampling of different  categories of premises. 

There was a field check of the quality of the register in a subsample of areas, as the quality 

varied, and additional units identified by this were more heavily weighted to represent 

other businesses also missed in areas without a field check. These efforts to prepare the 

register for the 1969 survey (which was held in a card index) resulted in the delay of the 

despatch of questionnaires until September 1970. 

7.3 Annual Distribution and Services Inquiries 
The Department of Trade & Industry proposed an extended system of annual sample 

surveys in 1973, to be based on a register constructed using information newly available 

under the 1973 Finance Act. This met with general approval (partly because services share 

of the economy was increasing) and was introduced beginning with the retail inquiry in 

1976 (Department of Industry 1975) – retailing was the sector where the greatest burden 

was placed on both contributors and the statistical system by undertaking a full census 

(although the large-scale 1974 wholesale inquiry was the first survey to be based on the 

new central register). The original plan, to include some additional questions on different 

topics each year, was dropped and the 1977 survey collected reduced detail. This (reduced) 

level of detail however became the “full” retail inquiry when alternate years were made 

“slimline” (collecting only turnover, stocks and capital expenditure), starting with 1981. A 

new system was introduced in 1987 with detailed commodity headings collected in even-

numbered years, and broad headings otherwise. Occasional benchmark surveys with 

increased sample sizes were also conducted.  

 

Before 1976 the retail inquiry had always included some local unit collection, which 

enabled area-based data to be compiled. This was a major part of the benefit of the census 

for industry users and developers. It was promised that such information would continue 
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to be provided in parallel with the new surveys from 1976, but despite proposals for such 

“Shops Inquiries”, they were never undertaken. 

 

From 1977 all the surveys in the distribution and services sectors collected a range of data 

annually including turnover, but there were still periodic benchmark surveys, with a larger 

than usual sample size (for example for wholesale in 1978 and catering in 1982). There was 

also a Service Trades Inquiry covering a range of further services biennially from 1979 and 

annually from 1985 for business services and part of professional & scientific services; the 

latter was covered for the first time. Personal & miscellaneous services briefly retained 

biennial coverage, only becoming annual from 1987. Additional professional & 

miscellaneous services were added on an annual cycle from 1986. 

 

Although a new industrial classification, SIC80, appeared in 1980 and was adopted for 

statistics of production, Her Majesty’s Customs & Excise, who were responsible for the 

collection of the VAT information which provided the frame for the Distribution and 

Services Inquiries, continued to use SIC68 for coding activity, which engendered some 

inconsistency between production and services, and meant that information provided to 

the European Union was still reworked to NACE. The classification of businesses was only 

harmonised within the economic statistics collection (and across Europe) with SIC92 and 

NACE rev. 1 (and even then PAYE used a different classification). 

 

The design of these surveys remained largely unchanged until they were merged with the 

Annual Census of Production and other surveys to form the Annual Business Inquiry. 

Some of the methods were however updated in 1995 when the surveys moved to a 

common processing system (“common software”) which shared a number of components 

of the processing for short-period business surveys in the ONS (Smith et al. 2003). 

7.4 Census of Employment 
From 1949, the question on employment in the Census of Production was based on the 

National Insurance (NI) cards held by a business (section 4.2). The swapping of NI cards 

at labour exchanges provided a parallel measure of employment from an administrative 

system. In the late 1960s, the government proposed to withdraw these cards, and 

therefore the administrative collection needed to be replaced. This gave birth to the 

Census of Employment, which was first run as a large-scale national pilot in 1970 in 

parallel with the administrative system, and then became the preferred source for 

workplace based employment information in 1971 (although in the event NI cards were 

not discontinued until 1975). The reason for a new Census collection seems to have been 

the need for local estimates of employment “within a few months of the date to which they 

relate” – a timescale which ruled out using information from the Census of Production.  

 

The Census of Employment in 1970 covered all PAYE units under new legislation allowing 

this information to be passed to the Department of Employment (and to the BSO), but 
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subsequently businesses with only one or two employees were only included every three 

years. 

 

The Census of Employment first appears in a role of supplementing the Annual Census of 

Production in the 1974/5 ACOP report, where it is quoted as improving the estimates of 

the numbers of small businesses. It is then used regularly to provide information on the 

sizes of businesses not included in either the Annual Census of Production or the quarterly 

sales inquiries (QSI). It continued to be used for this purpose up until the introduction of 

the IDBR in 1993, after which it was mostly replaced by PAYE administrative data in 

constructing the register of businesses, although it remained an important (and the only) 

source of information on local units (business sites). There were large-scale Censuses of 

Employment in 1981, 1984, 1987, 1989 and 1993, but of these only 1981 and 1993 were full 

censuses (that is, without sampling). After 1989 the Census of Employment became 

biennial in a drive to save money. The 1993 Census of Employment was thus the last full 

enumeration of the business population (covering 1.25 million businesses) for statistical 

purposes (although because of the survey design, businesses with only a VAT registration 

were not included), and it seems unlikely that there will ever be another. The 

questionnaires for 1993 were processed by scanning them using Optical Character 

Recognition (OCR) software, the first major use in business surveys and the precursor to 

more general use in the ONS. 

 

The Census of Employment continued, however, as the main source for annual 

employment information, transmuted from 1995 into the Annual Employment Survey 

(AES), with increased frequency but a substantially reduced sample size. The AES was the 

only source of information on local unit structures once the Annual Census of Production 

stopped collecting local unit information in 1994. Nevertheless, the relatively small sample 

size of the AES meant that a lot of local unit information was no longer available for 

updating the register. In fact from 1994 onwards the Annual Census of Production relied 

on this local unit information to make regional estimates. 

 

The merger of the Employment Department with the ONS was a driver for integration of 

employment and financial collections, and in the annual structural surveys this integration 

was accomplished through the introduction of the Annual Business Inquiry (section 6.1) in 

1998, although the AES continued in parallel with the Annual Business Inquiry for that 

year. Updating local unit information continued to be important for the production of 

regional estimates, so as part of the introduction of the Annual Business Inquiry there was 

an additional survey, the Annual Register Inquiry, which collects information on local unit 

structures and sizes. In many ways this replaces the old local unit collections of 

employment and capital expenditure, but now only employment information is collected. 

 

One curiosity of the AES was that it used regression estimation (Cochran 1977, chapter 7). 

The interaction of this type of estimation with outlier detection is credited with causing the 

AES to underestimate employment – a situation discovered and corrected when the ABI 

was introduced (Partington 2000, 2001). 
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7.5 Purchases Inquiry 
Aggregate information on purchases has been a regular feature of Censuses of Production 

from the very first Census in 1907, but collection of any further detail was specifically 

precluded by the Census of Production Act 1906, and possibilities for further collection 

had to wait for the Statistics of Trade Act 1947. Goods specifically for merchanting or 

factoring (that is, selling on without further manufacturing) were collected separately from 

1973 onwards. 

 

Detailed commodity breakdowns of the purchases of goods by businesses are needed 

periodically to enable construction of input-output tables and to provide the weights for 

the Producer Price Indices (PPI), but these were collected only rarely – in 1963 and 1968. 

The new system of economic statistics set up from 1970 (section 5.1) included a separate 

survey to collect detailed information on purchases by commodity. The first Purchases 

Inquiry was held in 1974 in conjunction with the Annual Census of Production, and the 

results were published with the Annual Census of Production reports. Using a separate 

survey allowed different exemption limits; no establishment with less than 25 employees 

was sampled, and in industries where less than 15% of activity was thereby excluded, a 

higher threshold of 50 or 100 employees was used. No estimation was made in 1974 for 

purchases information for businesses which were not sent a purchases questionnaire. 

 

This started a quinquennial cycle which continued up to 1989. In 1979 the Purchases 

Inquiry was designed on the new SIC80 (although the Annual Census of Production 

continued on SIC68), and was published only with the special volume containing the 

reworking of the Census onto SIC80. The estimation for the 1979 Purchases Inquiry was 

not done by mass imputation (section 5.3), but the Annual Census of Production provided 

more accurate estimates of total purchases which acted as a benchmark (calibration 

constraint). This meant that estimation was effectively by a separate ratio estimator on 

reported total purchases within four employment strata. 

 

The 1984 and 1989 Purchases Inquiries were undertaken and published separately from 

the Annual Census of Production. There was a gradual increase in the employment based 

exemption limits within the Purchases Inquiry, with 23,000, 16,200, 12,600 and 9,300 

questionnaires despatched from 1974 to 1989. 

 

By 1994 when the next Purchases Inquiry was due the survey looked very costly, and a 

particular difficulty was that it had a high compliance cost which was all accounted in one 

year for compliance planning. Therefore a rolling programme of collecting detailed 

purchases data from some industries each year as part of the Annual Census of Production 

was instituted, with the aim of covering all production industries over a five-year period. 

This did not function well in practice, and the inconsistency of reference periods for the 

estimates and the deficit of information from not having full coverage in 1994 made the 

rebasing of PPI on 1995=100 problematic. Therefore when the ONS was funded for an 

improvement in economic statistics (Andrews 2000, Jones 2000), the annual collection of 
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detailed purchases information was included, and added to the Annual Business Inquiry 

from 1998. It had a large impact on the compliance cost of the questionnaire and was 

subject to several attempts to reduce its impact through subsampling. 

 

7.6 Product detail – PRODCOM 
For many years, such product detail as was needed was collected directly as part of the 

Census of Production; the amount of detail fluctuated between years. From 1970, however, 

as a result of the changes made after the report of the Estimates Committee (1966), the 

collection of product detail moved to a new quarterly survey, the Quarterly Sales Inquiries 

(QSI), and much reduced detail was included in the Annual Census of Production. The 

QSIs continued until the early 1990s, though with increasing pressure to reduce their 

compliance costs which resulted in reducing sample sizes and annual collections in some 

industries. 

 

In 1991 the European Community passed a new regulation requiring the annual collection 

of product detail in the production sector (Regulation EEC 3924/91), and with 

requirements for a high level of coverage. This regulation was implemented through the 

introduction of a new survey, PRODCOM (Products of the European Community), which 

was quarterly in some industries and annual in others, but with a relatively high coverage. 

PRODCOM continues as a separate survey, and has not been integrated with the Annual 

Census of Production/Annual Business Inquiry. 
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8: The methodological development of the Census of 
Production 

There may not appear to be a great need at first sight for innovative statistical methods for 

a Census, but there are many pitfalls which need to be avoided, and the modern versions 

of the Census of Production rely heavily on well-developed survey methods. We discuss 

each of the principal parts of a survey below. 

8.1 Units 
The unit for the survey was the establishment (in essence a single location, but including 

related offices, warehouses, laboratories and canteens) until 1958. If a business had more 

than one such establishment, head office costs were to be split between them, as head 

offices were not surveyed separately. Combined returns covering several establishments 

were allowed as long as they were all in the same region (England, Scotland or Wales). In 

1959 sample censuses with reduced detail were based on business units (“a firm or 

company or group of companies (excluding any subsidiary companies mainly operating 

overseas)”), but detailed censuses in 1963 and 1968 (but see below) reverted to the 

establishment. The use of the business unit was believed to improve coverage (for example 

of head offices, and of stocks held overseas by domestic companies), and also to be easier 

for businesses to complete. 

 

In 1968 the definition of the establishment was changed to “the smallest unit which can 

provide the information normally required for an economic census”, which was generally 

an aggregation of the establishments under the earlier definition, though smaller than the 

business unit used in sample censuses from 1959. The Estimates Committee (1966 

pxxxvii), having regard for the growing need for regional statistics, agreed that 

apportioning figures between regions by employment was not satisfactory, and 

recommended that collection should be from units defined by region. It is interesting to 

note that apportionment has nevertheless remained the mainstay; see section 8.10 for 

further discussion of this issue.  

 

From 1970 there was a minor change to the units in that combined returns which had 

previously been an amalgamation of separate establishments were now made into a single 

unit. However, employment and capital expenditure for each component piece of this new 

unit (the “local unit”, which term appears for the first time in the 1971 Census report) were 

still collected. From 1983 an additional unit, the “undertaking” was designated in some 

industries. It was basically an establishment, but deemed to be indivisible into locations. 

 

In 1987 the unit for the Annual Census of Production was more radically changed, and 

company-based reporting was required (for more information see Perry 1987), although 

for some large multi-activity companies there was a continuing division into 

establishments. The main difference was that all activity (not just production activity) was 

to be included, and would all be classified to the industry of the company. This became 
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known informally as “wholly or mainly” classification, since figures for a particular 

industry were an estimate of the activity of companies wholly or mainly engaged in the 

activity of that particular industry. The introduction of this practice was mainly driven by 

the ready availability of VAT data, and the ease with which it could be used to form a 

business register. 

 

The evolution of the units used in the Census reflects both continuous efforts to reduce the 

burden of form-filling, and the gradual evolution of larger businesses (“globalisation”). 

8.2 The register of businesses 
In order to undertake a Census of production, it is necessary to have a list of the 

businesses which should be covered, either to send them all a questionnaire, or to 

undertake sampling in a sufficiently scientific manner to be able to draw inferences about 

the levels of production. 

 

The population to be covered by the early Censuses of Production was defined specifically 

in a schedule to the Census of Production Act (Table 1), and hence this was the basis of the 

rather basic registers which were used from 1907-1935. 

Table 1 The types of businesses specified in the schedule to the Census of Production 
Act (1907), and the sources used to compile the register (where known) 

 

Business description in the 
Schedule to the Census of 
Production Act 

Source 

factories and workshops a list compiled by the Home Office under the Factory and Workshop Act, 
1901 

mines and quarries a list maintained by the Home Office under the Coal Mines Regulation 
Act (1887), the Metalliferous Mines Regulation Act (1875) and the 
Quarries Act (1894) 

construction business (including repair 
and alteration) 

Trade Sources 

 Local directories 

 Transport companies and services (sewer, water, telephone, electric 
cable etc) companies (the source of this list is unclear) 

Commission agents (agents using 
others to work on their materials) 

Local Public Health Authority lists (Commission agents were required to 
make 6-monthly reports of the LPHAs) 

Local Authorities and Government 
departments engaged in activities in 
scope 

The source of this list is unknown 

 

The Home Office’s list of factories and workshops was part of the growing protection for 

women and “young persons” (the minimum working age had been raised to 12 by the 1901 
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Act) in the workforce – employers of such people had to register with the Home Office. 

Thus there was known to be a degree of undercoverage, of factories and workshops 

employing only men. 

 

In preparation for the Censuses of 1930 (BT70/23/S.735) and 1935 (BT70/40/S.828/34) 

the Board of Trade asked the Home Office to authorise HMSO to send copies of “the 

Factory Register” to the Board of Trade, and “particulars of additions, changes and 

deletions which may from time to time be made in the Register”. The register needed to be 

sorted by hand into industry groups, and this was a substantial cost, the subject of 

considerable correspondence in the run-up to the 1930 census. 

 

After the second world war, a register of establishments was maintained for the Census of 

Production (Board of Trade 1953) based on: 

• the previous detailed Census; 

• lists of establishments provided by the Factory Inspectorate (which at some stage 

moved from the Home Office to the Ministry of Labour); 

• lists of building and contracting firms supplied by the Ministry of Works; 

• lists of mines and quarries supplied by the Ministry of Fuel and Power. 
 

The coverage of the construction industry in the Board of Trade register was limited to the 

largest businesses, so information on a 1:12 sample was passed from the Ministry of Public 

Building & Works for incorporation into the register for the purposes of the Census. Later, 

a policy decision was taken that the Building Trade Census run by the Ministry of Works in 

1954 and the 1954 Census of Production would use a common register, and discussions 

were held from July 1954 to produce a common register in this industry. 

 

An alphabetical register was the basis, and a separate version in order of industrial 

classification was prepared for each Census. In practice, one of the important reasons for 

having a full Census periodically was to provide a frame on which sample based censuses 

(which started in 1952) and other surveys could be based, as there was no other complete 

source. It was for this reason that Verdon Smith et al. (1954, p15) recommended that a full 

Census should be undertaken triennially, rather than less frequently. The register derived 

from the previous full census was supplemented by known changes from other sources. In 

1950 businesses were asked whether there had been a substantial change in the nature of 

their output since 1949 as part of preparations for the Census, and this led to some 

updates. This practice was repeated for some other years. 

 

The formation of a register was also a challenge and an important output of the Census of 

Distribution in 1950. Because there had never been such a Census before, a frame had to 

be compiled, and this was done by field staff. In fact each Census of Distribution had a 

frame freshly compiled by field staff (Browning 1969). 
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There was a major reworking of the register during 1958 in preparation for the 1958 

Census, which involved both reclassifying the enterprises according to SIC58, and 

completely renumbering the establishments to include a coding for the enterprise to which 

the establishment belonged. This enabled the 1958 CoP additionally to be tabulated by 

enterprise (see section 4.5). The information on which establishments belonged to which 

enterprises was obtained “from published sources, such as the Stock Exchange year book, 

supplemented by information from company reports and information supplied by firms”. 

It was not complete, but provided “a worthwhile basis for analysis”. 

 

A further step forward was taken in updating the list of businesses from the 1958 Census 

to form the register for the 1963 Census, as additions to and deletions from the register of 

Limited Companies were used. A similar system is described for the register for the 1968 

Census of Production, which was based on the 1963 Census updated by the intervening 

sample censuses in 1964-7 and the register of Limited Companies. After the 1968 Census a 

list of respondents who consented to having their names released was published as the 

Directory of Manufacturing Businesses, and this became a regular feature, though 

eventually available only on magnetic tape. 

 

By 1969 when the modern system of surveys was set up, there were several registers in use 

within government for different types of surveys (for example surveys of the production 

sector and the services sector were operated from separate registers), and this led to 

incoherence in the results from different surveys and difficulties in the production of 

composite measures such as productivity or gross domestic product (GDP) which 

combined the outputs from several surveys. The non-comparability of output and 

employment registers was “very serious indeed” (Estimates Committee 1966). 

 

To alleviate these problems the Estimates Committee regarded establishing a common 

frame as of the highest priority, and in 1969 the Government Statistical Service “set itself 

… the creation of a Central Register of business establishments … for use by all 

Government departments in their statistical inquiries” (Berman 1969, see also Berman 

1971). This had a number of lofty aims, which Berman outlines in his papers, and was 

supported by the transfer of administrative data to the Business Statistics Office (see 

below). 

 

The first step in setting up the Integrated Register was to merge the registers of the 

Department of Employment and Productivity and the Board of Trade; the resulting file 

was checked against the responses from the 1968 Census. The Census of Distribution 

carried out in 1971 had a similar register checking function alongside its role in making 

estimates of distribution.. The updating initially relied on a mix of company registrations 

information and information from regional tax offices, but soon the Finance Act 1969 and 

Finance Act 1973 authorised the transfer of Pay-As-You-Earn registration information and 

VAT information respectively to the statistical service. Thus in preparing the register for 

the 1970 Census, “many changes were notified by the Department of Employment”, and 

there was an Agreed Register, available for use in surveys by all government departments, 
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in time for use in the 1970 Annual Census of Production. This led to a central register 

(Lewis 1975), which was used for the first time in the large-scale wholesale inquiry for 

1974; despite its name at the time, it was used only for the distribution and service 

industries. 

 

In the early 1980s, the register for the construction industry was created mainly from the 

Dept. of the Environment’s Builders’ Address File with the addition of public sector 

construction and Northern Ireland units. The BAF covered a broader concept of the 

construction industry, including local units of businesses not classified to construction, 

which meant that the Annual Census of Production and Annual Census of Construction 

figures were not strictly additive, although the effect was probably minor. The construction 

register was updated using VAT information on births from 1980 (Perry 1985). 

 

A new register was introduced in 1984 (Perry 1985), which “made fuller use of information 

obtained from … VAT records”. To facilitate this, VAT numbers were collected on the 

Annual Census of Production, and the quarterly surveys. This was at last a single register 

integrating the production and services industries into a single frame (as originally 

intended by Berman 1969), although specific registers for other sectors continued to be 

maintained separately. There were initially some difficulties in resolving differences 

between the VAT classification (a self-classification by businesses) and the ONS 

classification, derived from survey sources or discussions with businesses, as they tended 

to overwrite each other. The Census of Employment seemed to continue as the main 

source of employment size information for businesses not selected for surveys run by the 

BSO, however, until 1989 when employment for such units was imputed from turnover 

information available from the VAT administrative records. This meant there was a 

difference in employment between the Census of Employment and the Annual Census of 

Production from 1989 onward. 

 

A further new register, the Inter-Departmental Business Register (IDBR), was introduced 

for the 1993 Annual Census of Production, with two main effects. The first was that it 

contained the new classification on SIC92, and so enabled the first Census of Production 

results on this classification. The second was that it was based on a matching of the two 

administrative sources (VAT and PAYE), and hence contained a wider range of 

information, which was also better reconciled. In 1996 the IDBR was expanded to include 

businesses with low turnovers that did not need to register for VAT, and this improved the 

coverage of the Annual Census of Production. It also necessitated the revision of 

information for earlier years to put it on the same basis. 

 

The Census of Production was regularly used as a source either to build or to update the 

register, and this worked well when sampling was by a random selection each year. With 

the introduction of the IDBR in 1994, however (Perry 1995), sample selection moved to a 

permanent random number basis (Ohlsson 1995) – where each business was given a 

random number when it joined the register and which it retained throughout its life on the 

register. This number was used in the sample selection and rotation. Using this approach 
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meant that feedback other than in completely enumerated strata could lead to biased 

estimates, and this  therefore led to changes in the way that the register was updated. 

 

8.3 Coverage and classification 
The Census focussed heavily on production in its early years. In 1907 service trades were 

explicitly excluded, with no attempt being made to cover any of their subsidiary 

production activity, and from 1924 until 1957 merchanted goods (goods bought complete 

and sold on) were to be excluded from responses, together with any staff wholly or mainly 

employed in this part of the business. In 1907 there was also a supplement to the Census 

of Agriculture, taken on a voluntary basis, which furnished information on agricultural 

output which was published alongside the Census of Production, and fisheries information 

(excluding people employed in processing fish) was already published annually in the 

Annual statement of the Navigation and Shipping of the United Kingdom, so these 

figures were also incorporated in the 1907 Census of Production report. Forestry was 

included separately in 1924 (see section 10.5), although in 1907 it was part of agriculture. 

 

The Annual Business Inquiry was extended to cover forestry and some parts of agriculture 

from 2000, to improve data inputs to the national accounts. Discussions were underway in 

2006 on the possibility of extending the coverage of the ABI to agriculture industries as 

the most efficient way of collecting financial variables.  

 

The classification of businesses into industries was used from the beginning, but the 

source of such classifications is not so easily discovered. A list of 120 industries (curiously 

described as “industries and services” although no services are present) is given with the 

1930 Census “for the purposes of the Census”, which suggests that the classification was 

specially constructed, although no doubt based on available information. The same list 

was used in defining the restricted set of industries used in the Import Duties Act inquiries 

of 1933-4. Undercoverage of secondary products of industries not covered was recognised 

in these surveys. 

 

A list of 123 industries was used in the 1935 Census “to correspond as far as possible with 

that followed by other Government Departments concerned in the compilation of 

industrial statistics” – it was the same as the 1930 list with three industries further split. In 

1930 businesses were assigned to broad industries initially by the Factory Inspectorate, 

and an initial mailing captured errors of classification. Detailed classifications were 

derived from the detail of production. 

 

The Census of Production review (Nelson et al. 1945) recommended that a common 

classification should be used for all industrial statistics within government, and this, 

coupled with the wish of Hopkins et al. (1946) for consistent classification within 

distribution, gave rise to the Standard Industrial Classification of 1948 (SIC48). From 

1948 classifications in the CoP followed this standard, with classifications initially based 
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on the commodity information collected in the 1948 Census. There was not enough 

commodity detail in the Census for 1949-50 to update this information completely and the 

classifications were updated only when detailed commodity information was next 

collected, in 1951. In 1950 businesses were mailed to ask whether there had been a 

substantial change in the nature of their output since 1949, and this led to some updates. 

This pattern of full updates from detailed censuses with a “proving” question to capture 

important changes in years when the census collected reduced commodity detail 

continued until at least 1957. 

 

In the move to the second edition of the SIC (SIC58) “inertia” was introduced whereby a 

business had to change its products substantially before its classification was changed; this 

avoided discontinuities from changes to classification arising from only small changes in 

the proportions of production of different products. The consistency of classification did 

not extend across government however, leading the Estimates Committee (1966 pxxxv) to 

complain that inconsistent classification between the Board of Trade and the Ministry of 

Labour hampered the calculation of productivity information. 

 

When detailed sales information was collected in years with detailed censuses, it was used 

in classification. Otherwise they were based on written descriptions of activity (for small 

businesses) or the previous detailed census (possibly updated) for large businesses. In 

either case the published estimates were based on the latest information on classifications. 

By 1974/5, however, the classification information in production was updated annually 

from the Quarterly Sales Inquiries (which collected the necessary detailed product 

information), and this meant that classifications were based on register information. This 

reduced the burden of asking businesses to describe their activity, and this approach 

continues today (although the register classifications are now updated from the Prodcom 

survey and a variety of other sources). The Annual Census of Production itself provided 

the employment values for sampled businesses to update the register in 1974/5, with 

information from the Annual Census of Employment filling in the values for non-sampled 

businesses. 

 

The 1979 Census was the last undertaken on SIC68, and a supplementary volume was 

produced with the main results of the Annual Census of Production reworked onto the 

new SIC80, which was designed to be in line as far as possible with the European 

classification, NACE. The 1980 Census was based on SIC80. This involved reclassifying 

businesses using responses to the quarterly sales inquiries where they were available, and 

otherwise in proportion to the reclassification patterns within industries derived from 

actual product data. 

 

A new version of the SIC was introduced for business surveys in 1992, under a European 

regulation to harmonise the classifications systems used within the EU. The first Annual 

Census of Production to use it fully was for 1993 – there was limited reworking of the 1992 

and 1991 censuses onto the new classification. 
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The classification system has changed over the time of the Census in response to the 

changes in the structure of the economy, and this can be seen by comparing the numbers 

of headings in the various versions of the Standard Industrial Classification from 1948 to 

the anticipated revision in 2007. The number of sections (the highest classification level) 

has changed radically (Fig. 1) with detail in manufacturing becoming much less important 

at this level.  

 

Figure 1 Numbers of sections (or equivalents) in the Standard Industrial Classifications 
from 1948 to 2007 

SIC changes over time: Section level (or equivalent)
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When comparing the next level of detail (equivalent to the current ‘group’ of the SIC03), 

we can however see that the detail of collection in manufacturing has changed relatively 

little, but the main development is in the amount of detail of classification within services. 
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Figure 2 Numbers of groups (or equivalents) in the Standard Industrial Classifications 
from 1948 to 2007 

SIC changes over time: Group level (or equivalent)
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The Census of Production Act 1906 required that the information from England and 

Wales; Scotland; and Ireland should be separate, and it was collected separately. The 

formation of Ireland as an independent state in 1922 caused a change in the Irish coverage 

from the 1924 Census onwards; the Irish took their own Census for the first time in 1926. 

In 1924 Northern Ireland businesses were surveyed by the Board of Trade by 

arrangement, at the same time as the rest of the UK. In 1930, 1935 and after the second 

world war (except for 1946), however, the Ministry of Commerce undertook its own 

contemporaneous Census, the detail of which was published separately, but with the main 

aggregates published additionally with the GB information so as to cover the whole of the 

UK. 

 

A more detailed regional breakdown was included in 1930, dividing GB into 10 regions. 

Businesses were asked (and in many cases succeeded) to provide information separately 

for these regions, although some businesses did not keep separate accounts and had to 

provide a combined response – these were allocated to the region of the main office of the 

business. The regional detail was increased in 1935 by subdividing the “rest of England” 

and “rest of Scotland” categories to give 17 regions for GB – 18 in all when N Ireland was 

included. 

 

Nelson et al. (1945) recommended publishing less detail for Scotland in general, with 

detail in some important industries “at least once in every five years”. Aggregate figures by 

region continued to be produced in detailed Census years, but in years with reduced 

coverage, oversampling was always used to ensure that aggregate estimates for Scotland 

and Wales could be produced, up to the change to a new system of surveys in 1970. 
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Combined responses were generally permitted for establishments in the same industry 

and region, but the number of operatives employed was always required for every 

establishment. 

 

From 1973 there were efforts to ensure that responses did not cover more than one UK 

country by negotiation with respondents. This suggests a softening line from the earlier 

requirement that data were separate. Eventually the requirement for data to be provided 

by countries was dropped completely and regional information was calculated by 

apportionment. 

 

In 1996 the outputs of the Annual Census of Production changed from a Standard 

Statistical Region to Government Office Region basis, in line with many statistics and 

much of the organisation of local government. 

8.4 Response burden 
There was general concern about the level of effort required by businesses to complete the 

questionnaires for the Census of Production right from the beginning, and many areas of 

evolution already described have been aimed at reducing the costs to businesses and 

making the questionnaires as easy as possible for them to complete. In 1973 the notes were 

changed round to emphasise the efforts made to keep the burden as small as possible.  

 

Follow-up surveys of respondents to the Census of Production (Curtis 1972) and the 

Retailing Inquiry (Andrews 1979) have been undertaken to gauge the opinion of 

respondents on filling in the questionnaires, get feedback on the questionnaire design, and 

in part to estimate the burden of completing the questionnaires. Assessments of the 

burden and consultations with respondents have been regularly undertaken in a series of 

quinquennial reviews supervised by the Survey Control Unit (a part of the ONS), which 

ensures that the compliance costs are commensurate with the benefits obtained from the 

survey. More recently compliance cost estimation has become a regular part of the Annual 

Business Inquiry, and is managed as part of the ONS compliance plan. 

8.5 Sampling 
The early censuses, up to 1951, all used cut-off sampling, where all businesses greater than 

a certain size were included, and smaller businesses all excluded, though the level and 

definition of the cut-off varied considerably. 

 

(Probability) sampling methods have been used rigorously through the history of the 

Census of Production, since their introduction in 1952. The distributions of business 

populations are typically very skewed (with many small businesses and a few very large 

ones), which makes stratification by size particularly effective – it also has the advantage 

of being relatively straightforward to calculate (in contrast with probability proportional to 
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size sampling, say), which was doubtless a boon when computerisation was rudimentary at 

best. 

 

Sample selection within strata has always been random (uniform) in Censuses of 

Production, with the one proviso that smaller businesses (that is, not in completely 

enumerated strata) were not sampled in two or sometimes three successive years.  This 

can be seen as the forerunner of the modern practice of providing limits on the survey load 

for smaller businesses (Osmotherly et al. 1995). 

When sampling was first used, some special populations were sampled more intensively, 

including: 

• Businesses which had changed industry or started trading after the “base year” 

(the last full census) were mostly selected with certainty in 1952-3, 1955-57 and 1959-62, 

although sampling was employed in a few industries where they were numerous 

• establishments which had previously not made returns because they were not 

operating were “generally all required to make returns” in 1955-7 and 1960-2. 

From 1970 the Census reverted to a cut-off design except in a few industries where there 

was sampling of smaller businesses, where they made up a significant proportion of 

activity. In 1978, however, sampling was reintroduced for some industries for the 20-49 

employment size, and additionally for the 11 to 19 employment as part of a five-yearly 

European requirement.  

 

The “Osmotherly rules” (from Osmotherly et al. 1995) currently mean that businesses with 

employment less than 10 are selected for only one ONS survey at a time, and are 

guaranteed a “holiday” once this has been completed (which in some cases involves a 

series of questionnaires). For the Annual Business Inquiry such businesses are included 

only once. There is however a 50% overlap from year to year in larger businesses in 

sampled strata in the ABI. 

8.6 Questionnaire design, concepts and definitions 
The Census of Production has always used postal collection, and therefore the 

questionnaire has been vital as the means of obtaining both cooperation and information 

from businesses. The terminology used has evolved substantially – in 1907 “schedules” 

were issued, and each individual question was called a “form”; by 1948 the questionnaire 

itself was called a “form”, possibly to distinguish them from non-government surveys. 

More recently efforts have been made both to distinguish statistical collections from 

administrative requirements and to emphasise the use of sampling to control the burden, 

so finally by 2004 they had evolved into questionnaires (although in fact they had been 

described as questionnaires in the publications from 1974). The use of the language seems 

to have evolved at the same time; in the debate of the second reading of the Statistics of 

Trade Bill (Anon 1947, p53), ‘questionnaire’ seems to be a derogatory term denoting un-

officialness! 
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It is interesting to compare the evolution of questions and questionnaires with modern 

design principles (see Gower 1993 pp954-5). In 1907 the notes were included with the 

questions, which is ideal, although they were notable for their lack of brevity – the 

description of what is to be included in a series of questions on “output” in 1907 is more 

than a page long. They follow good practice in their insistence on “none” as a response 

rather than blanks. In the 1951 Census of Production, one industry was used in an 

experiment where the questionnaire and the notes were separated. Verdon Smith et al. 

(1954, p21) reported that “it appears that this method offered scope for economies within 

the Census Office and improved appearance of the [questionnaires]”, and it was 

introduced for all industries from 1954 in full censuses. Curtis (1972) in a post-census 

evaluation study reported that the businesses liked to have the notes together with the 

questions; they nevertheless continued to be separated into the 1990s, with varying 

amounts of detail on the questionnaire itself (1991 contained quite detailed instructions 

for all industries, and so did 1983 but only for construction industries). 

 

In other ways however the early questionnaires were less advanced – many of the 

questions involved the respondent in considerable work if they were to answer them with 

complete accuracy. For example before WWII output by commodity was to be sales 

adjusted for stock changes (requiring the business to do the detailed adjustment 

calculations before completing the questionnaire), and employment values were averages 

over the year (which could be calculated as the average of the final week of each month) – 

with the perspective of hindsight one wonders what concept these questions actually 

managed to measure. It is unlikely to be the one requested, at least with any accuracy. 

Good estimates were acceptable if exact information was not available. The earliest explicit 

reference to this we have found is in the questionnaire for the building and contracting 

trades in the 1924 Census, which says “If accurate figures are not available, the best 

estimates practicable should be furnished”. This is not explained in the published reports 

for many years, however. Verdon Smith et al. (1954) recommend this approach to reduce 

the burden on businesses of completing the questionnaires, and this practice continues to 

the present. 

 

From 1946 and 1948, however, the Statistics of Trade Act expanded the range of topics 

which could be covered, and the questionnaires began to be designed to collect 

information more readily available to the business. This led to a need for the concepts 

actually required to be derived as part of processing the survey (“derived variables”) – 

initially gross output and net output in 1948, later extended to other variables such as 

value added and gross margin. The definitions of the derived variables have changed as 

the topics covered in the Census of Production changed – for example in 1951 information 

on transport costs was collected, so these costs were not excluded from sales, but equally 

were not separately identifiable, so the definition of gross output changed from excluding 

to including transport costs between 1950 and 1951. 

 

The year for which Census of Production information was required started out as the 

calendar year, but with businesses allowed to make a return for a financial year ending 

between 30 June in the year required and 30 June the following year, clearly with the 
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intention that responses for the early years and late years would balance out and leave the 

Census centred on the calendar year in question. By 1934 the allowance for a different 

period moved to coincide with the financial year (a return for the year ending between 8 

April and 7 April; this finally changed to the more familiar 6 April to 5 April year from 

1946), and several special exercises have been undertaken to assess the effect of this on the 

survey results – which is nearly always minimal in aggregate. In fact if the year ends of 

businesses responding to annual surveys are averaged, they are found to be centred very 

close to the calendar year (for example see BSO 1978 pix). In some specific industries with 

high concentration the effect could be noticeable, however. In 1960-2 and 1964-7 when 

over 60% of stocks and capital expenditure were taken from the voluntary quarterly and 

monthly surveys, the proportion of calendar year responses was as a consequence much 

higher. 

 

For the 1930 Census the questionnaire was issued a year in advance, partly to identify the 

smaller businesses which would be exempt, but partly to alert businesses to the 

requirements for the Census. An analysis of this (BT70/40/S.828/34) suggested that 

although this was useful for cleaning the register and resolving some questionnaire queries 

in advance, “when the final schedules were issued it was evident that large numbers of 

firms had paid little or no attention to the advance issue and the proportion of incomplete 

or inaccurate returns sent back for amendment was as great as for the previous Census”. 

Nevertheless warning letters were regularly issued with information about the 

requirements of the Census. With annual Censuses the practice of issuing warning letters 

ceased, but was re-introduced in response to Verdon Smith et al. (1954), who also 

recommended that a leaflet explaining the purposes of the Census should be sent out with 

each questionnaire. 

 

From 1907 committees involving representatives of the various trades were convened to 

define the questions, to try to make them both relevant and as easy to answer as possible. 

Little formal question testing in the modern sense seems to have been undertaken, 

however, although the 1946 partial census was used to test new questions before their 

implementation in the 1948 census. Question testing for business survey questionnaires 

began to be used in a structured way in the ONS after 2000. 

 

In 1970 the questionnaire was standardised, so that 121 of 156 industries received the 

standard questionnaire. Seven special questionnaires covered special circumstances in 30 

industries, and 5 industries were surveyed by the Energy Statistics Division of the DTI.  

8.6.1 Communications technology 

The early Censuses relied on post for all communication. In an article describing the plans 

for the 1946 partial Census, the Board of Trade published a telephone number which 

contributors could ring for assistance, although it didn’t appear on the questionnaire. A 

contact phone number was first printed on the front page in 1951. Nevertheless the Census 

Office was not slow in asking businesses for their phone numbers, which were first 

requested in 1949. Other technologies were also embraced as they came along, with a telex 
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number for the Census Office included from 1973 until well into the 1990s, when fax 

numbers, first added to the front page of the questionnaire in 1987, took over. 

 

More recently attempts have been made to provide questionnaires on floppy disks, and the 

use of web technology has been investigated. In both cases security has been a major 

concern, and although disk technology is in use for a few businesses, a suitably robust 

system has yet to be developed for widespread use of electronic transfers of data. 

8.7 Response and reminders, and dead letters and defunct 
businesses 
The Census of Production Act 1906 set the period allowed for response at 3 months. The 

earliest reports contain no information on reminders, but by the 1930 Census there were 

two reminders. From 1935 this increased to three (except in 1950 and 1951 when it was 

two), with the final reminder sent by registered post as a preliminary step in making 

prosecutions for non-compliance with the Census of Production or Statistics of Trade Act. 

Table 2 gives some statistics from the earlier years of the Census. Reminder letters have 

been shown to be effective in increasing response, but the number of reminder letters has 

also been a target for savings. By the time of the new system of business statistics in 1970 

it was down to two, then back up to three in 1974-9, and even four in 1987-1992. From 

1973 (and possibly also earlier) reminder action includes a programme of visits to late-

responding or non-responding key contributors, to encourage them to participate and 

assist them with the questionnaire. 

 

Businesses which have ceased trading have typically been identified because their 

questionnaires have been returned as undeliverable, and these have been known as “dead 

letters”. Preliminary letters sent in January 1930 resulted in 19,323 dead letters, of which 

13,037 were in small-scale trades. This was used to update the register for the 1930 Census 

by deleting such businesses, except in the cases of the fish curing industry (a part-year 

industry not operating in January), and limited companies (BT70/30/S.1673/30). It had 

already been decided not to pursue investigations into dead letters from smaller 

businesses for the 1924 Census – only if there was some indication that significant activity 

was being missed (BT70/11/S.747/25). 

 

In 1930 it was decided to gather information only on average employment for defunct 

businesses (that is, those which had only be trading for one or two months of the Census 

year) detected by the preliminary letters, unless their employment was large 

(BT70/26/S.500/30). 
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Table 2  Statistics of reminders, legal action, final response, and the need for editing in 

Censuses of Production 1930-1957. 

 
Year Despatch First 

Reminder 
Second 
reminder 

Third 
(registered 
post) reminder 

Legal 
action 

Final usable 
responses 

Final usable 
responses 
defective on first 
return 

      (excluding smallest businesses) 

1930 163,000 90,000 16,000   56,362 30% 

1935 152,000 82,000 37,500 4,000 200 57,500 37% 

1948 385,000 240,00 115,000 14,800 125 70,500 25% 

1949 190,000 120,000 65,000 12,400 227 71,500 18% 

1950 127,000 62,500 na 13,200 76 na 18% 

1951 270,000 160,000 na 24,500 104 73,000 35% 

1952 43,000 20,000 6,000 2,500 46 26,500 12% 

1953 35,000 15,000 7,000 3,000 17 25,000 12% 

1954 250,000 140,000 48,000 24,000 89 67,000 20% 

1955 37,000 17,000 9,000 5,000 73 27,000 2% 

1956 34,000 20,000 12,000 6,600 62 26,000 2% 

1957 28,000 16,000 9,000 6,000 27 23,000 5% 

8.8 Data validation and editing 
From the outset there has been a process of communication with respondents to clarify the 

meaning of their responses, and this is known to form a very large component of the cost 

of any survey (Granquist & Kovar 1997). In 1907 there was follow-up “in certain cases” by 

additional questions, all handled by correspondence, and this validation process was the 

largest determinant of the time between collection and the production of the first 

provisional results in September 1909. 

 

A large proportion of responses contain errors or inconsistencies which need to be 

corrected. Table 2 shows the percentage of responses which was defective or incorrect 

when received from 1930 to 1957, and this shows a clear pattern with the more detailed 

Censuses (1930, 1935, 1948, 1951, 1954) showing much higher proportions of follow-up, 

and the much simplified Censuses of 1955-7 show clearly how the simplicity of the 

questionnaire affected businesses’ ability to complete them satisfactorily (or the inability 

to detect errors without a range of supporting information from other questions). 

 

By the late 1940s liaison with businesses had progressed to include telephone contacts. A 

few cases of non-response were remitted to regional offices, presumably for follow-up 

based on local knowledge, and this was the precursor of a visits program to persuade 

businesses to take part and to assist them in filling in the questionnaires, which has been 

used sporadically as resources have been available.  

 

In 1958 a computer was used for the first time in processing (replacing an electronic 

calculating machine, see section 10.3), and this allowed the introduction of automatic edit 
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checks, based on changes from responses to the 1954 Census of Production “to prevent 

seriously incorrect information from entering subsequent compilation processes where 

they would be more difficult to trace”. Many other checks continued to be undertaken 

manually, however. In 1963 similar checks were made using the 1958 responses for 

comparison, and all instances of classification change since 1958 were identified 

automatically for further checking. Also in 1963 other editing was computerised, including 

tests for internal consistency. For the first time this allowed accurate information on 

failure rates to be compiled – 87% of questionnaires failed at  least one test (much higher 

than the percentages in Table 2). The types of tests in use for the censuses of production 

and distribution are briefly described by Richardson & Cunningham (1972), who also give 

some costs for editing and its impacts, from which they conclude that undertaking editing 

is definitely a worthwhile exercise. Anomalies were corrected (in consultation with the 

respondent if necessary), and then passed back for computerisation. 

8.9 Estimation and tabulation 
The early Censuses were true Censuses, and therefore did not require any estimation 

methods to compensate for sampling. In 1907 “particulars have had to be estimated where 

the information given was incomplete” for some small businesses, although it seems that a 

relatively small amount of such imputation was done. Most likely they were judgemental 

estimations based on similar businesses.  

 

In reports for 1907-1951 the number of non-responses is given in the text with an estimate 

of the activity thereby omitted, but there is no attempt to adjust the figures in the tables 

for the non-responses and unusable questionnaires. The same strategy was mainly 

adopted when the smaller businesses were excluded from the Census, although the 1930 

Census includes aggregate figures for businesses employing ten or fewer people by rolling 

forward the 1924 Census responses with appropriate adjustments for price changes. The 

tabulations from 1924 were done using punch cards in a tabulating machine (in 1930 it 

was estimated that tabulating the total production would take 6 weeks). It is unclear 

whether suitable machinery was available to assist in this way in 1907.  

 

One area where estimation was both possible and used in 1907 was in the agriculture 

industries, where annual returns were already in place from the Census of Agriculture and 

a form of ratio estimation was used to compensate for non-response, although “the precise 

method of calculation adopted in each instance varied considerably” (Board of Agriculture 

and Fisheries 1912, p6). 

 

In 1952 sampling was introduced for the first time (see section 4.3 for full details), and 

estimation became more important. In 1952 itself an expansion estimator was used, but 

this was quickly changed to the ratio estimator from 1953. It is interesting to note that the 

ratio estimator was applied in two stages, one corresponding to the inverse sampling 

weight and one corresponding to an adjustment weight, which has become something of a 

standard for survey weighting in the last 10-15 years (for example Estevao et al. 1995) but 

which is not intuitive for a ratio estimator. 
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From 1952 at least some tables were routinely adjusted for exempt establishments and 

unsatisfactory returns derived from the Census. However, when a full census was run 

again in 1958, the practice of adjustment to include estimates for the businesses with 10 or 

fewer employees was carried forward only for basic information. Tables of detailed 

variables were produced only from the (detailed) responses of the larger businesses, 

except where a short form was issued (to a sample of small businesses, with some but not 

full detail), when a ratio estimate covering the whole industry was made. In 1959 when 

sampling was restricted to businesses with ≥25 employment, estimates were made for the 

whole population by assuming that smaller businesses accounted for the same proportion 

of activity as estimated in 1958.  

 

The employment breakdowns, provided by the Department of Employment from 1971 

onwards were also adjusted. The Annual Census of Production 1972 report describes ratio 

estimation for unsatisfactory returns, and says that “scaling was generally done by three or 

more strata…to improve reliability”.  

 

From 1973 the estimation process itself was undertaken through mass imputation (see 

section 5.3). In 1974/5 and 1976 only two employment size strata were used, but it is made 

much clearer that extreme ratios of response variables to employment were removed 

(presumably judgementally) before calculating the ratio to use for estimation. Up to 1979 

the notes say that “Establishments are removed from the census if they cease production” 

and suggest that this effect may be balanced by new establishments coming into the 

production sector. It is current practice to make estimates for small businesses found to 

have ceased production, on the grounds that the lags in identifying these deaths are 

balanced by the lags in identifying new (or newly taken over) businesses. Large businesses 

found to have ceased production do not however contribute to the estimates. 

8.10 Regional estimation and apportionment 
One of the main outputs for which the Census has been particularly suited is for providing 

regional information, because of its large coverage. In the early years collection was based 

on establishments, which were generally well localised, so that it was only necessary to 

include a regional identifier on responses to be able to make tabulations by region. For a 

long time efforts were made to keep collection of England, Scotland, Wales and Northern 

Ireland information separate (see section 8.3). 

 

The unit changed in 1959 to companies, except in years with detailed Censuses (see section 

8.1). The Estimates Committee (1966 pxxxvii) in reviewing this said that “apportionment 

of data between areas on the basis of employment figures cannot be regarded as 

satisfactory”, and recommended that collection should be from units defined by region, 

and a smaller unit was introduced from 1968. However, Fessey & Browning (1971) discuss 

a review of this and conclude that the way in which businesses are organised with transfer 

of materials and intermediate goods between sites makes it impossible to require localised 

information for monetary variables such as purchases and output. However, they do say 

that both employment and capital expenditure can reasonably be localised. Therefore in 
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1971 when questionnaires were still sent to geographical units, responses consisting of 

aggregated information for all variables except employment and capital expenditure were 

accepted as long as the units covered were in the same industry and only one of England, 

Scotland and Wales. Tables for collecting information on local unit changes were provided 

on the questionnaire until 1979, after which lists continued to be sent for respondents to 

correct manually, and to provide employment and capital expenditure until 1993. 

Employment was used as a basis to apportion other variables between local units, and this 

was used to produce an estimate of net output by region. 

 

From 1983 to 1996 reporting units in construction; coal extraction and manufacture of 

solid fuels; extraction of mineral oil and natural gas; production and distribution of 

electricity; and gas and water supply industries were called “undertakings” which were 

defined to be not geographically divisible, so that no regional estimates were available. In 

these industries therefore no local unit information was collected after 1982. However, 

detailed statistical information on North Sea oil and gas production started to be collected 

in 1976 under licence conditions issued under the Petroleum and Submarine Pipelines Act 

1975 (now replaced by the Petroleum Act 1998), and there are similarities in the 

questionnaire itself to Census of Production ones.  This meant that the data could be used 

both for aggregate statistical purposes and for detailed analysis field-by-field for 

administrative purposes.  

 

With the introduction of the Annual Business Inquiry in 1998 regional estimation became 

more important, and a more refined system of regional apportionment was introduced, 

involving fitting regression models to identify region × industry effects, and then using 

these parameters to make suitable apportionments. Nevertheless, this approach was not 

unequivocally successful, and led to some of the divergence between the ABI in Great 

Britain and its counterpart in Northern Ireland, which has been undertaken with its own 

methods in recent years. 

8.11 Sampling and non-sampling errors 
Since sampling was introduced in the 1952 Census of Production, some indication of the 

sampling errors has regularly been produced, either published with the tables (eg 1952-3, 

1997) or in a separate appendix (1955-7). The texts of Census of Production reports are on 

the whole good at pointing out the imperfections in the methods used and the likely 

sources of error, but there has been much less work to actually quantify the non-sampling 

errors. Even where some research has been done, it has mostly not led to published 

estimates of non-sampling errors. Some of the non-sampling errors are discussed briefly 

below. 

 

Circumstantial evidence on the quality of the early questionnaires (at least by modern 

standards, see section 8.6) suggests that reporting errors in early years of the Census may 

have been quite large. 
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There is some evidence of revision errors, as the Censuses have typically had provisional 

publications (initially in the Board of Trade Journal, latterly separate summary 

publications), followed by a detailed report. In 1956 and 1957 special efforts were made to 

obtain outstanding returns in time for the preliminary estimates, but it is difficult to say 

what impact this had. 

 

In the 1970s and 1980s less information on quality was provided, but discussion of quality 

started again in a small way in 1983 with the addition of the sample coverage rate in each 

industry table, and a brief discussion of variance (although no variances were included in 

the report). 

 

A one-off supplementary survey of non-responders was undertaken after the 1958 Census 

of Production, and used to adjust the results, but no analysis of the effects of non-response 

was published.  Capital expenditure for the largest businesses was collected on both a 

calendar year and a business year basis from 1973-82. A one-off exercise was undertaken 

in the late 1980s in the Wholesale Inquiry to collect similar capital expenditure 

information on both a calendar year and a business year basis through an extra, voluntary 

question. The response was poor, however, and no analysis was published. 

8.12 Disclosure and confidentiality 
Right from the beginning in 1907 people working on the Census of Production had to 

make a declaration before a magistrate that they “will not disclose or, except for the 

purposes of this Act4, make use of the contents of any such individual returns or any such 

part of an individual return, or any such answer as aforesaid.” The Statistics of Trade Act 

1947 placed a duty on the “competent authority” not to release the information in a form 

where individual responses could be identified, as a counterpart to the making of response 

to surveys a statutory obligation. The Statistics of Trade Act also enabled statistical returns 

to be made available to nominated officers of departments which required them for their 

departmental responsibilities with the agreement of the Minister responsible. 

 

Therefore disclosure protection has been a vital component of the publication, and a 

subset of estimates from the Census of Production has been suppressed to avoid 

publishing information which can be identified. This disclosure testing formed a very 

significant part of the workload in compiling census results. When computers began to be 

used in 1958, one of their first tasks was to identify disclosive estimates, although 

adjusting tables to avoid disclosure was a manual task because of its complexity, and it is 

only recently that software to correct disclosure automatically has started to become 

available. 

 
4 The Census of Production Act 1906. 
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8.13 Consistency across time 
A broadly consistent series up to 1970 is provided by the historical record of the Census of 

Production (BSO 1978), and further years up to 1979 are given in Mitchell (1988, p427), 

though unadjusted for consistency. Some of the comparability problems between the 

Censuses are described in the footnotes to Mitchell (1988) chapter 8, table 19. A more 

comprehensive reworking of a few series over 1924-1958, but particularly focussing on 

1948-1958, is undertaken by Primorac (1971), and a more modern comparison covering 

1973-89 is made by Baskerville (1992). 

 

In the early Censuses, figures for comparison were largely obtained by recoding earlier 

responses and reworking the estimates, a time-consuming process. For example, in 1958 

results were classified by the new SIC58. To produce results for comparison, the larger 

businesses from the 1954 Census were reclassified to SIC58; reclassifying smaller 

businesses was not done, however, partly because of the scale of the task and partly 

because the requisite data had mostly not been collected in 1954. So the 1954 totals used 

1954 total employment and ratios derived for the appropriate industries from 1958. A 

similar procedure was adopted in 1968, when the larger businesses from the 1963 Census 

were reclassified to SIC68 and used as the basis for comparative estimates. 

8.14 Consistency with other outputs 
The results of the Census of Production were the foundation for a system of economic 

statistics, and short term trends measured by more frequent series were consequently 

much more valuable because they could be related to the level of activity in the economy. 

In this way consistency with short term outputs (especially the Index of Production) was 

initially enforced by the method used – this was particularly true before the second world 

war. Later, however, some of these relationships were allowed to break down, and the 

modern index of production is not benchmarked to the ABI, although work to check the 

congruence of responses to the two surveys is regularly undertaken to ensure that they 

stay in line. 

 

Right from the first Census there was an exercise to reconcile the Trade Abstract, an 

analysis of the tax information collected by the Inland Revenue, with the Census of 

Production. Stamp (1913) gave a comprehensive description of the differences in the two 

sources, and some figures showing the amount of reconciliation between different trades. 

The Trade Abstract was undertaken every five years in the early twentieth century, and 

closer cooperation between the Census Office and the Inland Revenue was sought around 

the 1930 census, to align the two exercises to refer to the same year. 
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9: Organisational and technological development 

9.1 The evolution of departments connected with the Census 
of Production 
The Board of Trade was the first department to undertake substantial data collection, 

much of it related to imports and exports and duties, and this led to the creation of a 

separate statistical department in 1832. The statistics collected gradually grew (although 

with some losses as new departments were set up) with a major change with the addition 

of the Agricultural census in the 1860s. 

 

At the time of the first Census of Production in the early twentieth century, much detailed 

domestic statistical data collection was undertaken by the Home Office in connection with 

regulatory activities and factory inspections. The Board of Trade also collected information 

but focussed on imports and exports. The first Census of Production was run by a newly 

established Census Office within the Commercial, Labour and Statistical Department of 

the Board of Trade, which therefore gained considerable influence in business statistics. 

The first director of the Census Office was David Schloss, appointed in January 1907, and 

he retired in 1908. He was followed in an interim capacity by Mr (later Sir) Henry 

Fountain, and then in 1911 by Mr (later Sir) Alfred Flux (Llewellen Smith quoted in Anon 

1942). Flux remained in charge for a substantial period, and can be credited with raising 

the profile of the Census and using its results widely in economic analysis. 

 

Collections in 1930, 1935 and from 1949 onwards in Northern Ireland were handled by 

Northern Ireland departments, initially the Northern Ireland Ministry of Commerce (now 

the Department of Enterprise, Trade and Investment), although in other early census 

years the Board of Trade also covered Northern Ireland under a variety of arrangements. 

 

The second world war and the need for better statistical information led directly to the 

formation of the Central Statistical Office (CSO) (see Ward & Doggett 1991), which then 

became a customer for information, although initially it did not collect it itself. There was 

a gradual accretion of (mostly monthly and quarterly) surveys facilitated by the provisions 

of the Statistics of Trade Act 1947, and successive reviews by various committees (Hopkins 

et al. 1946, Verdon Smith et al. 1954 and Estimates Committee 1966) developed these. The 

latter review led to the formation of the Business Statistics Office (BSO) in Newport, South 

Wales in 1969 to centralise data collection from businesses for official statistics. It took 

over the activities of the Census Office (at that time based in Eastcote) and also other 

business surveys – the functions were fully transferred by 1972. It was part of the 

Department of Trade and Industry, which took over the functions of the Board of Trade on 

20 October 1970. In 1989 following the Pickford review (Pickford et al. 1989), the BSO was 

merged with the CSO and parts of the DTI and Employment Department to form an 

expanded Central Statistical Office, a single organisation responsible for collection of data 

inputs to the National Accounts and the production of the National Accounts themselves. 

The political drivers behind developments in the 1980s and 1990s are summarised by 

Pullinger (1997). 
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Later, in 1995 responsibility for the statistical division of the Employment Department 

(ED), which had been broken up by the government, was transferred to the CSO. Then in 

April 1996 the CSO merged with the Office of Population Censuses and Surveys (OPCS) to 

form the Office for National Statistics (Pullinger 1997). The inclusion of OPCS had little 

immediate effect on processes for business statistics, but the merger with the ED statistical 

division led to the reintegration of the Census of Employment and Annual Census of 

Production (see section 6.1). 

 

Other departments have at various stages been responsible for particular industrial 

sectors, including the Ministry of Fuel and Power for energy industries and the Ministry of 

Works (later to be the Department of the Environment) for the construction industries. 

9.2 Census of Production Advisory Committee 
The Census of Production Advisory Committee was first instituted by the original Census 

of Production Act 1906, and great store was put by efforts to involve industry in drafting 

the questions to be asked. The committee continued to assist with later censuses. 

 

The Statistics of Trade Act 1947 also provided for the appointment of a Census of 

Production Advisory Committee, which was convened once or twice for each census. The 

membership included representatives of a variety of industries and industrial 

organisations such as the CBI, members of government departments (principally users of 

statistics), an accountant, and academics. Some other committees were occasionally 

contacted on specific topics, for example the Standing Consultative Committee on 

Construction Statistics of the National Consultative Council for the Building and Civil 

Engineering Industries was consulted about the Censuses from 1976. 

 

There was a similar Census of Distribution Advisory Committee, which met less frequently 

in line with the less frequent censuses of distribution. Other surveys (such as into the 

catering trades) were also designed in consultation with representatives of the industries 

concerned and the users of the information, although they did not have such a formalised 

committee structure.  

 

The Census of Production Advisory Committee was renamed the Production Statistics 

Advisory Committee (PSAC) from the 1977 Annual Census of Production report onwards, 

with a wider remit to cover all statistics in the production sector. The last Annual Census 

of Production on which PSAC was consulted was that for 1990, and the committee seems 

to have been disbanded thereafter 

9.3 Automation and computerisation 
Advantage was taken wherever possible of processes to automate the repetitive tasks 

involved with the Census, but they are not often described in the final reports. A 

Burroughs tabulator was used in tabulating the 1924 Census, and a Powers-Samas 
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accounting machine was used for the 1930 Census processing, with cards punched on 

Hollerith punch machines (a trial of an automatic punch was not successful) (BT 

70/31/S.612/31). The sales brochure from Powers-Samas estimated that six weeks would 

be required to total all the cards, and a further six weeks to produce totals by groups. 

 

In 1955 a Hollerith 550 electronic calculator was introduced for calculating ratios from 

information on punched cards (Browning 1969). In 1958 the business register was “on 

punched cards”, apparently the first time that this had been done, and for the same Census 

mention is made of spending time during 1958 on “the writing of computer programmes, 

… and the design of punched cards”. The main survey processes were largely carried out 

“mechanically” with the help of a National-Elliott 405 computer and Hollerith machines. 

Coded responses were transferred directly to punched cards for use in these machines by 

punch operators. This allowed innovations in checking, since basic checks of the change in 

values returned in 1958 over the 1954 responses were built in. Some idea of the 

programming issues involved can be gained from Richardson & Cunningham (1972). 

Identification of disclosive outputs was also undertaken by the computer. 

 

By the 1963 census a “fully computerised system” was introduced. The register was stored 

on magnetic tape, and many of the processing stages were undertaken on a Leo III 

computer. Responses were initially punched onto paper tape for input purposes, but 

thereafter stored on magnetic tape. This was not immediately advantageous, however, 

since the fully computerised system used in 1963 made the results slower than the partly 

computerised system used in 1958 (Estimates Committee 1966 pxv).  Browning (1969) 

also highlights the difficulty of estimating the resources required for systems analysis and 

programming (a challenge which sounds very familiar!). The Leo III (with an extended 

installation) was used for all the processing of the 1968 Census too, using the same input 

procedure. 

 

The 1966 Census of Distribution was also based on the Leo III, and involved writing 

bespoke programmes which were only used once. Schneider & Suich (1969) say that BSO 

and CSO are “planning to develop a series of general systems and programmes which will 

handle as wide a range of [surveys] as possible.”  

 

In the 1970s with increasing computerisation a series of ICL machines were used for the 

business register and associated sampling and receipting. The 1969 catering inquiry was 

processed on an ICL 1905E, using programs developed by the BSO as part of its Standard 

Industrial Survey System, although significant parts (including the weighting (“grossing”)) 

were done clerically. An ICL1906A was installed in 1971, and it was later replaced by an 

ICL 2982, installed in 1981. In 1990 the increasing availability of computing for use by 

clerical staff meant that the initial clerical check of the questionnaire was dropped and all 

checking became computer-based – although naturally resolving the queries still required 

human input! 
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The 1993 Census of Employment was a full census (not a sample) of businesses with PAYE 

registered employees, and optical character recognition (OCR) equipment was used to 

scan the information on the questionnaires. This technology was taken on by the CSO 

shortly afterwards, and has become standard for business surveys. 

9.4 Electronic publication 
The results of the 1994 Census were released on CD-ROM, the first electronic publication 

of Census data, and the detailed information was no longer released on paper. This first 

PACSTAT CD also included the 1993 census information for comparison, and information 

on selected main variables from 1986. More recently the ABI results have been routinely 

published on the web, and the web has taken over as the only medium for publication of 

the most detailed tables. Comparable data from other nations have increasingly become 

available, particularly for other European Union member states. 
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10: Topics and trends 

10.1 Employment 
Employment information has always been one of the key variables of the detailed 

Censuses of Production. It was originally collected for each month of the reference year, 

and the information from this was used to construct an index of change in employment 

within the reference year. This level of detail was last collected in 1948. 

 

Employment information was derived from the administration of National Insurance from 

an early date – responses were to be based on National Insurance cards held by 

employers. A quarter of National Insurance cards were reissued annually, and information 

from this exchange was tabulated, relating to June each year (Estimates Committee 1966 

pxxxiv), and provided a further source. 

 

Certain breakdowns of employment statistics were derived regularly from other sources. 

For example in 1968 age (under 18, 18+) and sex breakdowns were derived from 

Department of Employment information. A 1968 survey of employers’ labour costs 

provided information on private pension schemes and employers’ national insurance 

contributions, although from the 1970s much of this information was collected on the 

Annual Census of Production itself. Employment information by occupation was for a 

considerable time available only from the Population Census, but in 1963 an annual 

sample survey of occupations was begun (Estimates Committee 1966, pxxxii), initially 

covering manufacturing but soon extended to the distributive trades. 

 

From 1907 right up to 1995 employment was divided into “administrative, clerical and 

technical” and “operatives”, but the distinction became more difficult to uphold, and in 

1996 this was dropped in favour of collecting a breakdown into full-time and part-time (30 

hrs wk-1 or less) employees (although reinstated for 1997 only). This paved the way for 

integration with the Census of Employment from 1998, in which year both surveys were 

run side by side (see section 6.1).  

 

Since employment is one variable which is easily comparable over the whole period of the 

Census of Production, we include some examples of the trends of employment in certain 

industries (for industries with reasonable consistency of classification) over the period. 

Some output comparisons are also included. 

10.1.1 Deep coal mining 

According to the Census of Production, the highest level of employment in the deep coal 

mining industry was in 1924, when it stood at almost 1.2 million (Fig. 3). These figures 

correspond with other mining data sources from Mineral Statistics, Annual Reports of the 

Department of Mines and the Ministry of Fuel and Power Statistical Digests. According to 

these sources, employment actually peaked in 1920 at 1.25m.  
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Figure 3 Employment as measured by the Census of Production in the deep coal mining 
industry 1907-2002 
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From these heights, coal mining is now a shadow of its former size. Employment levels 
dropped to around the 0.75m mark in thirties and this continued in the fifties (no data are 
available for much of the war period). However the sixties saw a large fall in employment 
levels, which left 337,000 in employment by 1970. In 2002, the ABI reported that the deep 
coal mining industry employed 8,000 people. Later statistics are not available as they are 
disclosive. 

In 1907 the net output of coal mining was £106m, which was just under a quarter of the 
net output of the manufacturing industries (mining is outside of the manufacturing sector, 
but is the only viable comparison we can provide). Over time, this has fallen steadily, to 
13% in 1930, 9% in 1951, 4% in 1970. In today’s national accounts, the gross value added 
(GVA) of the mining industry is less than 1% of the GVA of manufacturing industry.  

10.1.2 Motorcycles and Bicycles 

Whilst this is a comparatively small industry, the UK used to be one of the main 
motorcycle manufacturers. However, the survey data show that employment fell steadily 
from the mid-1950s to the mid-1980s. Nowadays, the employment has become stable, but 
the industry now only employs a couple of thousand people. In 1948, net output for this 
industry was reported to be £20.8m, or 0.5% of the manufacturing sector. In 2004, the 
national accounts reported the GVA of the industry was 0.1% of the manufacturing sector. 
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Figure 4 Employment as measured by the Census of Production in the motorcycle and 
bicycle industry 1948-2004  
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10.1.3 Shipbuilding 

Although the results from Northern Ireland were included in the census in general, the 

shipbuilding estimates for N Ireland were often disclosive, and therefore for some years do 

not appear in Fig. 5. 
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Figure 5 Employment as measured by the Census of Production in the shipbuilding 
industry 1907-2004. 
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10.1.4 Aerospace 

The aerospace industry was not included in the 1907 Census of Production, but it was 

already a small industry in 1924. Employment showed a marked rise in the 1950s, and this 

industry remains a major employer in the UK (Fig. 6). 
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Figure 6 Employment as measured by the Census of Production in the aerospace 
industry 1924-2004 
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10.1.5 Textiles 

This is another industry that has seen a large decline, which in terms of the survey data 

available, has been continuous since the 1912 census, with only a small upturn after world 

war two. In 1912, employment in the industry was 1.35m whereas in 2003 it stood at just 

over 0.1m (Fig. 7). In 1907, the net output of the textile industry represented one-fifth of 

the net output of all manufacturing. In 2004, according to GVA data, textiles accounted for 

just one-twentieth of all manufacturing. 
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Figure 7 Employment as measured by the Census of Production in the textiles industry 
1907-2004. 
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The general decline of employment in production industries is shown clearly in Fig. 8. A 

similar presentation of employment in services industries would show the opposite 

pattern, as services is now by some way the largest proportion of the UK economy. 

10.2 Stocks5 and work in progress 
The early Censuses asked for output net of changes in stocks to be filled in on 

questionnaires, and this practice continued until 1938, so there was no need for separate 

information on stocks (and it was not one of the variables for which collection was 

permitted under the Census of Production Act). By 1930, however, there was a realisation 

that work in progress on large items (for example ships) could have an impact on the 

validity of the calendar year results, and that this might be important (particularly because 

in 1930 the depression meant that contracts were fulfilled for lower cost relative to their 

payment structure). Therefore in the Import Duties Act surveys from 1933, certain 

industries were asked specifically about work in progress, so that this effect could be 

netted out and leave only the production actually taking place in the year. The way was 

cleared for questions on stocks to be asked by the Statistics of Trade Act (1947), and so the 

basis of questions was changed to sales with separate questions on stocks on a pilot basis 

in 1946 and then from 1948 onwards. 

 
5 In the latest National Accounts terminology, stocks have been renamed ‘inventories’, but we will continue with 
the original term. 
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Figure 8 Employment as measured by the Census of Production in a selection of 
industries 1907-2004. 
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10.3 Capital expenditure 
Capital expenditure has always been of interest in managing the economy, because it 

shows how well prepared businesses are, and there are various policies which can 

influence capital spending. It is a difficult variable to estimate from a sample survey rather 

than a census, because it is not well related to business size, and therefore hard to 

apportion accurately between local units. Therefore until recently it has always been 

collected for local units. Because of this even where combined returns were allowed, 

separate figures were normally required for this variable. This was finally dropped, mostly 

because of the cost to businesses of providing the information, in 1994. 

Capital expenditure also takes place in units which are not yet in production, and this is 

difficult to capture. In at least 1951-8 and 1970 a separate, voluntary survey was used to 

capture capital expenditure of companies which had not begun production at the year end. 

This element of capital expenditure was excluded from the full censuses of 1963 and 1968, 

but included with the statutory questionnaire 1964-67 and 1969 and then continuing in 

this way from 1971. This component is still thought to be an important component of 

capital expenditure, and is one of the hardest to measure as it is associated with the birth 

of an establishment, and births are difficult to identify when there is no trading. 

10.4 Concentration Ratios and Operating Ratios 
Analyses of how much of activity was concentrated in the largest businesses began with a 

supplementary survey after the 1935 Census (Leak & Maizels, 1945), and became a 

standard supplementary analysis for the Census of Production, usually published in the 

Board of Trade Journal.  
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Operating ratios (one variable as a proportion of another, intended to enable comparison 

of efficiency between businesses) were produced as a separate analysis in the Board of 

Trade Journal from time to time (for example from the 1963 Census of Production in 

Board of Trade Journal of 16 February 1968). Regular production with other Census 

outputs was introduced for the first time in the publication of the 1977 Census, and 

enabled businesses to compare their own performance with the industry average. 

More recently the Rainer doctrine led to a rethink about these analyses, which were quietly 

dropped, and have not been reinstated, despite regular suggestions that the ONS should 

do more to analyse the data it produces. 

10.5 Forestry 
The Forestry Commission (FC) was formed in 1919 to ensure a strategic reserve of wood in 

the UK in the event of war. The FC undertook “an enquiry extending to carefully chosen 

areas representative of the different classes of forests and woods, and embracing about 10 

per cent of the aggregate of such wood and forest areas”, at a cost of £1100 transferred 

from the Board of Trade as part of the 1924 Census. In the event the FC was much 

occupied with their own Census of Home-Grown timber production, also for 1924 and 

unusually (for forestry) questionnaire-based, so the forestry information was some of the 

last to be contributed for the 1924 Census.  

A policy decision was taken in preparation for the 1930 Census that responsibility for 

forestry statistics would be left to the Forestry Commission, since they were collecting 

appropriate data more frequently, and forestry was therefore excluded from the Census of 

Production (along with a similar decision on agriculture). Forestry reappeared in the 

Census of Production in 2000 when the Annual Business Inquiry was extended to forestry, 

to provide better information for the national accounts on a statutory basis (participation 

in the Forestry Commission surveys is voluntary). 
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11: Discussion 

11.1 Some common themes 
Over the 100 years of development of economic censuses and surveys in the UK some 

common themes have emerged: 

1.  increasing concern about compliance costs 

2.  greater use of sampling 

3.  more comprehensive coverage of services 

4.  improved timeliness 

5.  greater integration 

The cost to businesses of completing questionnaires has always been a strong 

consideration in the development of the Census of Production (and indeed in other 

business surveys too). Many of the advances in the procedures and methods have been led 

by this, including the introduction of sampling, the detailed consultation on questions to 

be asked, the evolution of the statistical unit to something which corresponds as closely as 

possible to actual business structures and the use of models to derive regional data instead 

of needing to collect it. 

Figure 9 Despatch of questionnaires in the Census of Production 1930-1998 (thousands). 
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The sample size (Fig. 9) has shown an asymptotic reduction, initially from gradually 

raising the threshold for inclusion in the census, later from the introduction of sampling, 

and towards the end from other methodological improvements. This is also slightly 

confounded with changes to the definition of the unit. What is clear, however, is that there 

is an asymptote, and that the range of estimates which can be produced cannot be 
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maintained if there are large cuts in sample sizes. Further methodological developments 

may in time allow small reductions in the sample without adverse impacts on quality. 

 

Improved timeliness has been associated with this reduction in the number of 

questionnaires despatched, as this reduced the follow up requirements. Later, technology 

made significant changes to the speed with which processing could be undertaken, and full 

advantage was taken in increasing the periodicity of the Census of Production to annually, 

and then in improving the speed with which results were produced. The long term effect 

has been to move from requiring 5 years to produce the final Census results (with 

provisional results published piecemeal up to that date), to the ABI for 2004 where final 

results appeared 18 months after the reference date (with provisional results after 12 

months). Much of this time is used in obtaining responses from businesses, since 

questionnaires cannot be completed until the business year has finished. 

 

There has also been a gradual improvement in the coverage of service industries, leading 

to the Annual Business Inquiry which integrates the production and services collections. 

Integration is a growing theme from the 1966 Estimates Committee report and the 1993 

Efficiency Scrutiny (Penneck et al. 1993), especially the need for more consistent 

definitions, methods and practices.  The driver is not only the users’ need for greater 

clarity and consistency in outputs, but also a producer requirement to achieve efficiencies 

through common practices.  The difficulty has always been the need for investment to 

implement the changes needed.  The drive for consistency has been underpinned by the 

introduction of the IDBR in 1995 as a common register for all business surveys.   

11.2 The new Business Register and Employment Survey 
The system of structural business statistics in place in ONS at the turn of the 21st century 

is based on the Annual Business Inquiry, with the first part (ABI1) providing published 

benchmark information on employment by industry and region, and the second (ABI2) 

providing financial information largely around the concept of value added for national 

accounts purposes and to meet the requirements of the EU regulation on Structural 

Business Statistics. It is supported by the Annual Register Inquiry, which is primarily 

designed to obtain information about local unit structures and employment, to maintain 

the business register. An effective business register is essential to produce the range of 

estimates required. 

 

Two problems with this arrangement have been evident for some time.  First, although the 

Annual Register Inquiry and ABI1 have different functions, there is some duplication of 

employment collection between them, which increases compliance and resource costs, and 

second,  the two surveys had different reference periods.  From 2006 the two surveys are 

being closely co-ordinated so that each business was only sent one questionnaire, with a 

common reference date in September, as part of the progression towards the new Business 

Register and Employment Survey (BRES). 
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The next stage is the replacement of both surveys with the BRES, currently planned for 

2009.  It will provide the annual benchmark estimates of employment by industry and 

regions as well as the essential data to update the business register. The register updates 

will need to utilise a modelling approach in order to avoid rotation biases, and this is key 

to developing the BRES approach. There will be a full review of the questionnaire and the 

methodological design of the survey. Among the benefits for users will be improved quality 

of both results and the business register, the latter also assisting in production of better 

regional statistics to meet the requirements outlined in the Allsopp report (Allsopp 2004).  

Other benefits include possible further reductions in business compliance costs and survey 

processing costs. 

11.3 Final thoughts 
From examining the development of the Census of production in the UK we have been 

able to identify some general principles, about  

• the difficulties in getting statistical legislation 

• making maximum use of legislation that has been passed 

• controlling the costs and burdens of surveys and the cyclical pattern of 

investment and retrenchment 

• the continual drive for integration and consistency 

• development and use of faster technologies gives an equilibrium of timeliness 

through the addition of extra requirements from both the methodology and the 

users. 

 

These principles can be used to speculate on what will happen in the future. The trends for 

integration and consistency will continue, and indeed current plans have this as their main 

target. Other areas of consistency will also evolve – particularly international consistency 

for dealing with multi-national businesses. Developments in methodology and pressures 

on costs will interact to reduce sample sizes, but from Fig. 1 it is clear that the changes will 

generally be small. The range of outputs and analyses will extend as new methods bring 

their quality within acceptable limits – small area estimates are a particular example. But 

inevitably if detailed policies are to be developed to support business, the pressure for 

good information to develop and evaluate those policies will lead to an extension in data 

collection and the size of the survey in the longer term. 

 

There is some cyclicality in the survey too. Ideas that have been tried before but not 

introduced, or used for a while and then dropped, can often be worth reconsidering, 

because in different contexts they may provide the basis of sound solutions. Similarly, the 

way in which topics have been divided amongst surveys has changed – with employment 

split out, merged and now ready to be split out again. But each of these changes supports 

other developments, so the oscillation is only a by-product of different directions of 

development. 
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